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At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through both
plan-making and decision-taking. For plan-making this means that:
 local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the development
needs of their area;
 Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt to
rapid change, unless:
– any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or
– specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted.
Paragraph 156 goes on to state that:




Local authorities should set out the strategic priorities for the area in the Local Plan. This
should include strategic policies to deliver:
the homes and jobs needed in the area;
the provision of retail, leisure and other commercial development

Within the borough boundary of Tamworth the supply of available development land is very
limited. The Local Plan will allocate sites to promote development to ensure the most
sustainable strategy for future growth is pursued.
In November 2012 the Council submitted a version of the Local Plan to the Planning
Inspectorate for examination. The Inspector raised a number of concerns relating to the
soundness of the Plan, notably in respect of a lack of suitable land use allocations for housing,
employment and town centre uses. The Council subsequently withdrew the Local Plan from
examination in March 2013.
In order to prepare an updated Local Plan and respond to the Inspector’s concerns, potential
development sites have been systematically considered for allocation for housing, employment
and town centre uses. The assessments go beyond the existing land availability assessments
in the Local Plan evidence base to identify the maximum quantity of NPPF compliant sites for
allocation. Local Plan policy has consequently been reviewed to go as far as possible in
meeting objectively assessed development needs within the borough boundary. This has been
carried out alongside a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) to meet the Environmental Assessment of
Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 and to ensure the most sustainable policy options
are chosen, mitigation of potential adverse impacts is provided and that proposed allocations
are considered alongside reasonable alternatives.
In March 2014 the Council published an updated draft Local Plan for 6 weeks of public
consultation. Comments received, including those from statutory bodies have been used to
review and update the site selection process as well as the Local Plan.
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This document describes the evidence and context for the site selection process, the
methodology used and the results of the individual site assessments. Proposals are made for
site allocations for employment and housing land. In addition to this, the Council has been
engaging with Lichfield and North Warwickshire Councils on strategic planning issues under
the Duty to Co-operate to ensure the development needs that cannot be accommodated within
Tamworth’s administrative boundary can be met elsewhere.

2. Introduction
The site selection process for the proposed Local Plan allocations builds on an existing
evidence base as well as national policy guidance as detailed below. It has been carried out
alongside a site specific technical consultation, Sustainability Appraisal (SA), Whole Plan
Viability Assessment (WPV), Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) and updates to
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). The selection process has informed these other
elements of the evidence base and likewise the SA in particular has shaped the site selection
process.
Previous iterations of the Local Plan were subject to SA and strategy and policies were refined.
The 2014 SA of the pre-submission Local Plan assesses the likely positive and adverse
impacts of policies, including allocations. It also recommends mitigation of adverse, and
enhancement of positive effects. The potential allocations were tested against a framework of
objectives set by a Scoping Report based on other policies, plans, programmes and evidence.
The emerging proposed allocations and SA recommendations framed updates of the IDP for
both the draft Local Plan and the pre-submission Local Plan. These were prepared in
collaboration with other infrastructure providers in the Tamworth Strategic Partnership. Both
the allocations and required infrastructure were taken into consideration in the design of the
WPV to ensure the plan is deliverable and to set appropriate levels for affordable housing
requirements.

Housing
Paragraph 47 of the NPPF states that:
To boost significantly the supply of housing, local planning authorities should:
 use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets the full, objectively
assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area, as far as
is consistent with the policies set out in this Framework, including identifying key sites
which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over the plan period;
11
 identify and update annually a supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide
five years worth of housing against their housing requirements with an additional buffer
of 5% (moved forward from later in the plan period) to ensure choice and competition in
the market for land. Where there has been a record of persistent under delivery of
housing, local planning authorities should increase the buffer to 20% (moved forward
from later in the plan period) to provide a realistic prospect of achieving the planned
supply and to ensure choice and competition in the market for land;





identify a supply of specific, developable12 sites or broad locations for growth, for years
6-10 and, where possible, for years 11-15;
for market and affordable housing, illustrate the expected rate of housing delivery
through a housing trajectory for the plan period and set out a housing implementation
strategy for the full range of housing describing how they will maintain delivery of a fiveyear supply of housing land to meet their housing target; and
set out their own approach to housing density to reflect local circumstances.

The footnotes to the paragraph state that:
11. To be considered deliverable, sites should be available now, offer a suitable location
for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be
delivered on the site within five years and in particular that development of the site is
viable. Sites with planning permission should be considered deliverable until permission
expires, unless there is clear evidence that schemes will not be implemented within five
years, for example they will not be viable, there is no longer a demand for the type of
units or sites have long term phasing plans.
12. To be considered developable, sites should be in a suitable location for housing
development and there should be a reasonable prospect that the site is available and
could be viably developed at the point envisaged.
This has determined the overall structure of the site selection methodology for housing and
employment sites, considering suitability, availability and achievability in line with the national
online Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The separate WPV also ensures achievability with a
high level strategic appraisal of viability.
The pre-submission Local Plan contains Strategic Spatial Priorities to deliver the vision for the
borough. The selection of sites for housing addresses several priorities including SP1
(sustainable use of land), SP5 (providing a range of affordable, adaptable and high quality
housing) and SP6 (ensuring infrastructure is in place).
The housing requirement for Tamworth was first assessed by the Southern Staffordshire
Districts Housing Needs Study (May 2012). The objectively assessed requirement for
Tamworth ranged between 240-265 dwellings per annum (5,280 to 5,830 dwellings for the plan
period of the withdrawn Local Plan). This assessment has been updated following the release
of census information, the most recent update supports an objectively assessed need of 240265dpa. The plan period has now been extended to 2031 and therefore the objectively
assessed need is 6,250 dwellings. The Local Plan sets out the justification for selecting
250dpa.
With eight years of the plan period gone (2006 – 2014) there have been a total of 1,395 (net)
new homes delivered, an additional 53 dwellings were under construction and a further 410
with planning permission as of 1 April 2014. This leaves 4,392 of Tamworth’s objectively
assessed housing requirement to be delivered by 2031.
Prospective housing sites have previously been identified and assessed for their potential
capacity and developability in the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
(most recent update at time of writing: October 2012). At that time sufficient sites for 3,765
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dwellings were considered to be either deliverable or developable including those with planning
permission and under construction, some of which have now been completed. Land for a
further 12,339 dwellings was not considered developable.
It was recognised in the 2011 SHLAA that insufficient housing land is available in Tamworth. A
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was agreed with both Lichfield District Council and
North Warwickshire Borough Council. The MoU provided greater detail on the number, phasing
and distribution but in summary both authorities agreed to provide 500 dwellings within their
respective boundaries. It should be noted that since then this MoU has been amended and
now Lichfield and North Warwickshire are working towards providing for an additional
combined 1,000 dwellings and that their respective Local Plans make provision for 500 each as
set out in the original MoU (2,000 dwellings in total).








From the SHLAA it is clear Tamworth will not be able to allocate sufficient housing sites to
meet the objectively assessed need of 6,250 dwellings by 2031. However, to ensure that a
thorough selection process has been carried out.64 housing sites with a capacity of 10 or more
dwellings were put through the detailed assessment described in this paper. The SHLAA has
355 sites in total but it was not realistic or proportionate to assess them all. The Tamworth
SHLAA was exhaustive in its geographical coverage and contained many sites which were not
promoted by landowners or developers. Sites were therefore subject to an initial screening
stage as described in Section 3. A ‘call for sites’ has been open since March 2013 which has
allowed landowners or developers to identify any sites they consider should be considered for
detailed assessment. Furthermore proposed Local Plan policy would not restrict the detailed
consideration of any sites if a planning application were submitted. Whilst a rigorous
assessment may bring forward sites which previously were not considered developable, it may
also show that some are no longer developable within the plan period.

planning authorities should therefore undertake an assessment of the need to expand
town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites;
allocate appropriate edge of centre sites for main town centre uses that are well
connected to the town centre where suitable and viable town centre sites are not
available. If sufficient edge of centre sites cannot be identified, set policies for meeting
the identified needs in other accessible locations that are well connected to the town
centre;
set policies for the consideration of proposals for main town centre uses which cannot
be accommodated in or adjacent to town centres;
recognise that residential development can play an important role in ensuring the vitality
of centres and set out policies to encourage residential development on appropriate
sites; and
where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities should plan positively for
their future to encourage economic activity.

The identification of land for town centre uses addresses Local Plan Strategic Spatial Priorities
including SP1 (sustainable use of land), SP2 (Town Centre priority for regeneration) and SP6
(infrastructure).
The Town Centre and Retail Study (TCRS) (2013 Update) indicates that the Gungate
redevelopment already benefitting from planning permission will meet Tamworth’s retail needs
in the short to medium term. After 2021 there is a further need of 7,800 sqm gross floorspace
of comparison goods and 2,900 sqm of convenience goods. The town centre is considered to
be the most appropriate location to meet these retail needs. The evidence base does not set a
capacity for other uses such as leisure, tourism or culture.

Town Centre Uses - Retail

The TCRS assesses nine identified potential sites in terms of their potential for retail and other
town centre uses.

Paragraph 23 of the NPPF states that:

Employment

Planning policies should be positive, promote competitive town centre environments and
set out policies for the management and growth of centres over the plan period. In drawing
up Local Plans, local planning authorities should:
 recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue policies to support
their viability and vitality;
 define a network and hierarchy of centres that is resilient to anticipated future economic
changes;
 define the extent of town centres and primary shopping areas, based on a clear
definition of primary and secondary frontages in designated centres, and set policies
that make clear which uses will be permitted in such locations;
 promote competitive town centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer
and which reflect the individuality of town centres;
 retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introduce or create new
ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive;
 allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, leisure,
commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and residential development needed in
town centres. It is important that needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town
centre uses are met in full and are not compromised by limited site availability. Local

Paragraph 21 of the NPPF states that:
In drawing up Local Plans, local planning authorities should:
 set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area which positively and
proactively encourages sustainable economic growth;
 set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the
strategy and to meet anticipated needs over the plan period;
 support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or
contracting and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to
locate in their area. Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not
anticipated in the plan and to allow a rapid response to changes in economic
circumstances;
 plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of
knowledge driven, creative or high technology industries;
 identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision and
environmental enhancement; and
 facilitate flexible working practices such as the integration of residential and commercial
uses within the same unit.
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The allocation of employment land addresses Local Plan Strategic Spatial Priorities including
SP1 (sustainable use of land), SP3 (diverse local economy and regeneration of employment
areas) and SP6 (infrastructure).
The Employment Land Review (ELR) (2013 update) identifies six future employment land
scenarios for Tamworth. The two most appropriate scenarios consider the level of employment
land required with a ‘regeneration and growth’ plan strategy and the expected population and
demographic changes. The pre-submission Local Plan sets a need of 32 ha of new
employment land which takes both of these scenarios into account. The review specifically
looked at the need for new office space in Tamworth arising from B1(a) office and A2
professional needs. The assessment showed there was no specific need for either; however
the 32ha is a mix of all B class employment uses including offices.
The 2012 ELR identified sites from the planning system and surveys and appraised them for
suitability, availability, achievability and potential development timescales. It arrived at the
conclusion that 37.2 ha of employment land was available without planning permission.
The ELR cannot allocate sites however and it is consistent for this more rigorous site selection
process to reduce the level of employment land delivery expected in Tamworth in the plan
period. The population of Tamworth is employed across a wider area than the borough alone
and partnership work across a functional economic geography will be required to meet the
borough’s employment needs.

3. Methodology
The site selection for Town Centre sites has been carried out separately in the TCRS (2014
Update) and the methodology and results are described in full in that report.
For employment and housing land, parallel assessments were carried out for site capacity,
suitability and availability/achievability with sites eliminated at each stage. Systematic ranking
of the remaining sites was not necessary as their combined capacity was not sufficient to meet
the objectively assessed requirements of the Borough. All the sites that were not eliminated will
be proposed in the pre-submission Local Plan.

Housing and Employment Methodology
The method for assessing potential land use allocations and the relation with the Local Plan SA
and public consultation is set out in figure 3.1. The different stages are described in the
following sub-sections which include further information on specific criteria used. Following
information gathering from the existing evidence base, technical consultees, initial SA and
developers, sites were ‘sieved’ for availability, achievability and suitability. The sequential test
for flood risk was applied last as it requires a list of otherwise suitable and available sites.

assumptions used within the assessment for housing sites were tested and the process was
carried out again. This was carried out alongside updates to the SA. The broad assumptions
identified for testing through the consultation were the housing site capacity threshold, housing
site densities and the approach to SFRA (following updated flood risk modelling and mapping).
The final stages of the process will be to test the soundness of the approach during the presubmission Local Plan consultation and examination.

Site Screening and Capacity Thresholds
Potential housing site boundaries, details and previous assessments were drawn from the
SHLAA (2012) database. These had been identified through historic calls for sites or identified
for possible consideration through a comprehensive survey of land in the Borough, including a
large number of sites that had never been promoted. Potential employment sites were taken
from the ELR (2012). A further call for both housing and employment sites was started in 2013
at the withdrawal of the last draft Local Plan and has been open throughout the preparation of
the draft Local Plan, the following consultation and through the preparation of the presubmission Local Plan.
Potential employment sites of 0.4 ha or where adjoining sites could form a single 0.4 ha plot
where identified. This is sufficient size to provide new commercial premises that would be
attractive to a range of occupiers to make speculative development achievable. Sites above
the threshold would also be suitable for relocating businesses interested in developing sites
themselves to provide expanded premises. The threshold was also a reasonable size for
consultees to provide detailed comments.
The SHLAA does not have a site capacity threshold and therefore includes housing sites with a
capacity of 1 dwelling and upwards. An initial screening assessment of the SHLAA was
undertaken which made a judgement on a suitable capacity threshold for sites to be assessed.
A capacity of 10 dwellings or more was set, but where adjoining sites could form a capacity at
or above the threshold these were taken forward into the site selection process.
Many sites of a capacity under 10 were either:
 shown to be non-developable in the SHLAA assessment;
 without land owners interested in housing development;
 in locations that would result in the loss of an environmentally designated site;
 or in unsuitable locations and would result in the loss of existing land use
These issues were considered in conjunction with what consultees considered to be a
reasonable site capacity to provide detailed comments on and also of a sufficient size which
would provide a change in land value (and therefore contribute to infrastructure requirements).

It was clear from the outset that being able to find sufficient developable sites for housing and
employment would be challenging. Following the consultation on the draft Local Plan and
without any additional sites being put forward for consideration to be allocated, the
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Figure 3.1: Housing and Employment Site Selection Process, Sustainability
Appraisal, Public Consultation and Updates to Methodology
Existing
Evidence

Screen Sites
with Capacity

Initial SA

Technical
Consultation

Developer
Intent

The overall quantity of developable land in the Borough should not be overestimated in the
context of the Duty to Cooperate where a realistic estimate of unmet need must be ascertained
in order for development to come forward in neighbouring planning authority areas. On the
other hand, it was also important that potentially developable sites were not excluded. As can
be seen in Section 4, even after screening 32 sites were not considered developable after full
assessment, confirming that these initial criteria were not overly stringent.

Mitigation
Identification

Available &
Achievable

Suitable
ignoring
Flood Risk
Developer
Input

-

Flood Risk
Sequential
Test

Screening for capacity resulted in 124 sites remaining, which were subject to a further screen
in order to put forward potentially developable sites and reasonable alternatives for detailed
assessment and to be considered in the SA. As already noted, the scope of the SHLAA
extended well beyond sites that would likely be made suitable or become available. Therefore,
sites were only included where, at the time screening, either a site promoter or the Council
considered there was potential for each site to come forward within the plan period (i.e. the site
had been recently promoted or where landowner interest had not been ruled out and it was
possible development constraints might somehow be overcome) and where they did not
already have planning permission.

Non-NPPF
Compliant
Rejected

Developer
Input

Following this screening, 57 sites were considered to be reasonable candidates for selection
and are listed either as proposed allocations or their reasonable alternatives (rejected sites) in
Section 4. The call for sites was left open from March 2013 and, furthermore, the list of
considered sites and proposed allocations were available and publicised as part of the draft
Local Plan consultation from March 2014. Therefore, site promoters have had the opportunity
to propose screened-out sites (or any other land) for full assessment. A further 7 sites were
added to the assessment and are also listed in Section 4.

Technical Consultation, Mitigation and Suitability
Draft LP
SA

Draft LP
Allocations

Update
Evidence

Test
Assumptions

Presubmission
SA

Draft LP
Consultation

Repeat Sieve

Non-NPPF
Compliant
Rejected

PreSubmission
LP
Allocations

Presubmission
Consultation

Submission
and LP
Examination

A technical consultation with the statutory bodies and infrastructure providers listed in
Appendix 1 was carried out for all the potential sites of sufficient size and capacity. Detailed upto-date advice was sought on potential constraints, impacts of development and possible
mitigation measures or other requirements. The consultation was carried out as a ‘policy off’
assessment to form a baseline of all the relevant site specific issues and exceeded the scope
of the SHLAA and ELR assessments.
Broad criteria were considered for site specific issues and the consideration of potential
impacts and mitigation. These included:











Loss of sports facilities
Effect on canals and rivers
Ground conditions, landfill gas, land contamination and water quality
Impact on local and strategic highways networks and highway safety
Flood risk from all sources
Sewerage and water supply
Biodiversity, designations and priorities for nature conservation
Potential assets of archaeological value
Landscape character
Heritage assets and conservation of the built environment
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Mineral resources and consequences of past mining activity
Fire safety and access by emergency services
Access to places in schools and colleges
Public rights of way
Noise, odour or other pollution from neighbouring uses
Impact on Green Belt

The consultation responses were used alongside other information to carry out part of the SA
considering all of the sites as options for housing and employment allocations. This assessed
the sustainability implications of bringing forward the sites for development in terms of both
positive and negative environmental, social and economic impacts. The initial SA of the sites
provided an understanding of the impacts without other Local Plan policies in place, highlighted
less sustainable sites and suggested where cumulative impacts may arise.
The SA, consultation responses and historic site assessments were brought together to assess
each site with the aim of overcoming constraints, where consultees indicated that acceptable
mitigation measures could feasibly be included in policy. Local Plan policies were reviewed and
updated during both the draft and pre-submission version preparation. The role of the Council
has been to carry out this high-level work and to consider cumulative impacts strategically.
Prospective developers have had the opportunity to submit developer intent forms and include
mitigation proposals (sent out to landowners and known site promoters and available for
download from the Council’s website). Developer engagement with consultees and the Council
will be an on-going process throughout the preparation and consultation of the Local Plan up to
the examination of the plan.
The technical consultation responses indicated potential cumulative impacts, in particular
relating to highways, education and sewerage infrastructure. Meetings were held with
Staffordshire County Council (SCC) Highways and Education departments in order to
understand the capacity constraints and required infrastructure for different combinations of
sites and large urban extension. Detailed responses are being prepared separately by SCC to
support the mitigation of the proposed spatial strategy with essential infrastructure. The draft
strategy has also been shared with strategic partners on the IDP working group, assisting other
infrastructure providers including Severn Trent Water to plan for future need. Under the Water
Industry Act 1991 sewerage undertakers have an obligation to provide capacity for future
domestic development liaising with the Environment Agency to manage environmental
impacts; this infrastructure is not provided through the planning process. However, Severn
Trent Water remains engaged with Local Plan preparation to ensure infrastructure is delivered
in the right place at the right time.
Cumulative impacts are also assessed in the SA as an integral part of its methodology and by
appraising different spatial options for urban growth. At the level of the whole plan, the SA also
considers the cumulative impact with other plans and programmes, including those of
neighbouring authorities and SCC. This has ensured the inclusion of mitigation measures in
the plan as a whole to make the proposed development more sustainable than alternatives.
The risk of the sites from flooding was considered in a systematic way at a borough-wide level
in line with national guidance. In accordance with paragraph 100 of the NPPF, the available
sites were subject to the Sequential Test after discounting sites already eliminated from

selection that were either unachievable or unsuitable. Housing sites are classed as ‘more
vulnerable’ development and employment sites ‘less vulnerable’. Where the Exception Test
should also be applied, the SA provided an indication of the potential wider sustainability
benefits. The Level 2 SFRA indicates where sites benefit from existing defences and potentially
can be made safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere. Site specific flood risk assessments
by developers will be essential to pass the exception test.
Where it was not possible to identify feasible mitigation measures for any unacceptable
adverse impact relating to a site – a technical ‘showstopper’ - these were eliminated from the
selection process. Such impacts were considered unacceptable where they resulted in conflict
with specific policies of the NPPF or where they outweighed the benefits assessed against
those policies and development would therefore not be sustainable.
Draft policies were prepared for the remaining sites that were also available and achievable so
that the SA could be revised, taking into account mitigation measures in these and other draft
policies in the Local Plan. This has helped ensure that sufficient mitigation measures are in
place.

Developer Intent, Availability and Achievability
Where sites were included in the SHLAA a historic assessment of the availability and
achievability exists. Updated information has been provided through call-for-sites submissions
and through development management.
Landowners and past or present developers and agents were contacted, for the sites brought
forward from the screening stage, to establish their intentions to develop sites and to add their
own comments on site suitability and deliverability. They were also asked to suggest when
their sites were likely to be available for development. Other Council services responsible for
TBC owned land were also consulted and submissions were welcomed from site promoters for
sites that had not been included for detailed assessment at first. 7 further potential housing
sites were proposed and considered but no further employment sites.
Developers working to demonstrate deliverability has been and will remain an ongoing process
until Local Plan submission. For some of the potential sustainable urban extension sites, initial
work has been done by developers to demonstrate feasible access arrangements. One site
has an outline planning permission in place. More detailed work including master plans and
site specific development appraisals will be expected. This will build on the outputs of urban
design workshops that have been held between the Council and interested statutory
consultees and other bodies.
The proposed allocations from a previous version of this site selection paper were used to
inform the assumptions and site typologies for the WPV to further establish the achievability of
the sites.
Where landowners have indicated sites are unlikely to become available in the plan period or
feasible mitigation of delivery constraints has not been proposed, sites were eliminated from
the selection process.
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This part of the selection assessment is also reflected in the pre-submission Local Plan
housing trajectory. Developer intent, site size and assumptions about the impact of constraints
were used to set the expected timing of delivery. Large schemes are spread over several years
to reflect longer build-out periods.

Testing Assumptions






The draft Local Plan showed that there was insufficient land within Tamworth to meet the
objectively assessed housing need of 250 dwellings per annum or the need for 32ha of new
employment land. The SA did not support a change in the strategy of the Local Plan (such as
development in the Green Belt) and therefore the assumptions used within the site selection
process were tested. The results of the draft Local Plan consultation and discussions with
consultees identified three main assumptions to test for housing sites, but none for
employment sites. It should be noted that the Council has continuously engaged with Lichfield
and North Warwickshire in the preparation of this Local Plan. They have had the opportunity to
and indeed have contributed to the testing of the Local Plan preparation. Both authorities are in
support of the growth strategy and accept land should be made available outside of Tamworth
to meet these un-met needs.
The three assumptions within the site selection process which were tested are:




Housing Site Capacity Threshold
Housing Site Densities
Sequential Test for Flood Risk (including Level 2 SFRA)

In addition, two further pieces of evidence base with a bearing on the site selection process
were prepared. An update to the Green Belt Review confirms the value of the Green Belt in
Tamworth and the weight given to it in the plan strategy. Heritage Impact Assessments for the
selected sites provide further detail to the necessary mitigation of adverse impacts to the
historic environment.




The benefits of providing a small number of dwellings would not likely outweigh the cost
of losing local employment and services.
5 sites had no intent from the landowner or a developer to bring forward development.
1 site has significant topography issues.
1 site would have significant viability issues because of the need to remove and
relocate an active telephone exchange.
1 site would not yield 5 or more units because of the required site layout to achieve
access.
2 sites have already been granted planning permission and are already recorded in the
existing housing land supply.
One site is entirely located in the West Midlands Green Belt. The Green Belt Review
(2014) shows that this area has a defensible boundary abutting existing residential
development on two sides.

A full list of these sites can be found in Appendix 2.
This secondary screening of smaller sites demonstrates that the initial capacity threshold set
remains justifiable as no further sites have shown to be suitable for further assessment. This
also demonstrates that although the majority of planning permissions and completions in the
recent past have been of small greenfield and brownfield developments, there are few of these
‘easy’ smaller sites now left in Tamworth.
Site Densities
The initial assessment from the SHLAA applied densities at a range of levels, from 40
dwellings per hectare (dph), 35dph and to fit in with the surrounding typical urban area
(variable), these densities were then used to calculate a site capacity. Past completions show
that these densities are realistic as sites within Tamworth have delivered on average 35dph.
These initial capacity assessments were therefore not comparatively low and did apply higher
densities in the town centre, local and neighbourhood centres and close to public transport
hubs.

Housing Site Capacity Threshold
The initial site selection assessment set a threshold for housing sites of 10 dwellings or more
based on the reasoning above set out under Site Identification and Capacity. Whilst valid
reasons exist for the threshold, the possibility of allocating further sites by lowering the site
threshold was explored. Using the PPG as guidance, the SHLAA sites with a capacity of
between 5 and 9 dwellings were each re-screened to determine whether they should go
forward through the site selection process. No additional sites of below 10 dwellings were
received during the call for sites period to add to this list.
In total 47 sites with a capacity of between 5 and 9 dwellings were ‘re-screened’. Of these, the
initial SHLAA assessment showed that:
 24 sites are owned by Tamworth Borough Council, some of which have received
planning permission, the rest currently have no resolution to be released for
development.
 12 sites currently have an existing land use and would result in the loss of a business or
community facility (some sites also had access issues and no intent to be developed).

These density assumptions were also tested within a developer and infrastructure provider
workshop as part of the WPV preparation. Various responses were received with some
suggesting that they were already too high and others agreeing that they were at about the
right level.
The density assumptions have therefore not been changed to increase capacity as this would
be unrealistic and permissions coming forward may not be able to achieve these targets.
Furthermore, the site capacities set out in the Local Plan are indicative based on these
assumptions and where appropriate and taking other factors into consideration, policy
encourages the maximum density on each site.
Sequential Test for Flood Risk (including Level 2 SFRA)
Discussions were held with the Environment Agency after publication of the draft Local Plan.
Shortcomings in the existing Level 1 SFRA were identified related to outdated mapping of the
functional floodplain. The Environment Agency supplied updated modelled flood extents of the
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River Tame in Tamworth in order to update the definition of the functional floodplain (FZ 3b) to
take account of physical constraints including the presence of new flood defences. This
allowed a revision of the sequential test as it is described in this paper. It was also agreed that
where sites must pass the exception test before planning permission would be granted, they
would be assessed in a Level 2 SFRA to provide more detailed guidance on potential flood risk
mitigation measures.
As a result several new housing sites identified by the sequential test wholly or partly in FZ3
are selected for allocation. As detailed mitigation measures can only be defined following a site
specific flood risk assessment for each site however, these sites have a higher degree of
uncertainty which is recognised in the Local Plan trajectory.

4. Assessment Results and Proposed Allocations
Tables 4.1 to 4.4 below summarise the assessment results (after tested assumptions) for the
employment and housing sites, indicating which are proposed for the pre-submission Local
Plan and where they form part of a regeneration or strategic employment area. Tables 4.1 and
4.3 list the sites allocated, either in whole or in part. Tables 4.2 and 4.4 list the sites rejected by
the sieving process, as non-NPPF compliant, rejected in favour of another use or because they
fell out of the scope of the assessment over the course of preparing the updated Local Plan.
Issues identified by the technical consultation and possible mitigation measures are listed for
the proposed sites to be incorporated in specific Local Plan policy and guidance, generic Local
Plan policies or provided outside the planning system. The SA summary highlights the
sustainability effects, taking into account policy mitigation where it is included in the presubmission Local Plan. Ownership and developer intent are identified to demonstrate
availability and achievability alongside the high-level feasibility of the mitigation measures. The
concluding reasons for site selection or rejection focus on the significant effects identified by
the SA and NPPF policy.
Further information on the consideration of flood risk follows these tables.
Maps of the Borough showing the considered housing and employment sites and presubmission Local Plan allocations are included at Appendix 3.
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Table 4.1: Selected Employment Sites
ID

Site Name

EMP
1

Land south
of A5,
Bitterscote
South

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
9.8

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

Greenfield

E6






















EMP
2

Cardinal
Point, lapsed
site of
previous
permission
0412/2006

1.45

Greenfield

E6













Current planning application subject
to Highways Agency direction
Not affecting sports facilities
Potential highway impacts to A5(T)
and Ventura Park
Requires bus, pedestrian and cycle
links
Potential disruption to A5 in case of
fire
Close proximity to the Fazeley and
Bonehill Conservation Area
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent housing
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC (Special Area of
Conservation) and the River Mease
SAC
Adjacent Deciduous Woodland UK
BAP (Biodiversity Action Plan) Priority
Habitat
Public right of way crosses site
Majority of site in FZ (Flood Zone) 3
behind defences
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A and B aquifers
Contamination issues not known
Proximity to Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal
Not affecting sports facilities
Potential highways impacts to
Ventura Park
Requires bus, pedestrian and cycle
links
Potential disruption to A5 in case of
fire
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Majority of site in FZ 3 behind
defences
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A and B aquifers
Contamination issues not known


























Resolution of Highways Agency
direction
Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian, cycle and
bus links – consideration for
canal link
Design to respond to local
character
Landscaping adjacent canal
and prevention or mitigation of
light, noise or odour to canal
users
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green Infrastructure to connect
to network
Sustainable Drainage Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC, Canal and
River Trust consents
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance
Noise Report

Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian, cycle and
bus links – consideration for
canal link
Access via Bonehill Road if less
traffic impact
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Sustainable Drainage Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance

SA Summary




Major Positive Impacts:
Access to education, jobs
and training (employment)
Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)



Minor Positive Impacts:
Historic assets (preserve or
enhance conservation area)



Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)












Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion



The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. Therefore the balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.



Single private
ownership
Planning
application
submitted
(reference
0284/2011)

Site SELECTED for allocation

Minor Adverse Impacts:
Biodiversity (nearby BAP
priority habitat)
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)
Transport infrastructure
(access may limit scope)

Minor positive impacts:
Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)
Minor adverse impacts:
Biodiversity
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)

The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. After mitigation measures, the
adverse impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be outweighed
by the benefits of meeting part of the need for
employment land (paras 14 and 21).




Single private
ownership
Planning
permission
granted
(reference
0004/2014)

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.
The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. After mitigation measures, the
adverse impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be outweighed
by the benefits of meeting part of the need for
employment land (paras 14 and 21).
Site SELECTED for allocation
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ID

Site Name

EMP
7

North of
Bonehill
Road, part of
Bonehill
Road
employment
area. Former
Local Plan
allocation

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
0.7

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Greenfield

E6



















EMP
8

Stonydelph
(retained
land),
adjacent to
Relay Park.
Former local
plan
allocation

2.84

Greenfield

E5















Not affecting sports facilities
Potential highways impacts to
Ventura Park and A5(T) Mile Oak
junction
Requires bus, pedestrian and cycle
links
Potential disruption to A5 in case of
fire
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses
Site near SBI (Site of County
Biological Interest) 4 on the policies
map - and river Tame
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Site in FZ 2 and part in FZ 3 behind
defences
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer and 50m from
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known
Not affecting sports facilities
Potential highways impacts to
Pennine Way, Local Network, A5(T)
Stoneydelph junction and M42
junction 10
Requires bus, pedestrian and cycle
links
Potential disruption to A5 and M42 in
case of fire
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Secondary A aquifer and 125m from
Kettle Brook
Contamination issues not known
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
May be affected by route of HS2


















Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian, cycle and
bus links
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Open space and landscaping
linked to river network/green
infrastructure; native planting
Sustainable Drainage Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance

Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian, cycle and
bus links
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage Systems







Minor positive impacts:
Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion



The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. Therefore the balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.



Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.

Minor adverse impacts:
Land Use (vacant)
Biodiversity
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact

Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
 Biodiversity (green
infrastructure)
 Transport infrastructure
(footpath and cycleway
extension)
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)

Site SELECTED for allocation




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.
The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. After mitigation measures, the
adverse impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be outweighed
by the benefits of meeting part of the need for
employment land (paras 14 and 21).
Site SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact
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ID

Site Name

EMP
9

Centurion
Park

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
0.74

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion

Brownfield

E4




Not affecting sports facilities
Potential highways impacts to Watling
Street, Local Network, A5(T)
Stoneydelph junction and M42
junction 10
Requires bus, pedestrian and cycle
links
Potential disruption to A5 and M42 in
case of fire
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Secondary A aquifer and adjacent to
Kettle Brook
Contamination issues not known
Ordinary watercourse
May be affected by route of HS2
Potential highways impacts to local
network
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent to the Two Rivers School
and Amington Heath Community
School
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses and
residential properties
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Public right of way on edge of site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known




Major positive impacts:
 Land use (car park)



The SA indicates significant positive impacts for
this allocation.

Potential highways impacts to local
network
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Indoor and outdoor bowling facility
north of site
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Public right of way crosses site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known











EMP
10

Sandy Way
1, Amington
Employment
Area

0.69

Brownfield

E3














EMP
26

Land
adjacent to
Sandy Hill
Business
Park

0.95

Brownfield

E3

















Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian, cycle and
bus links
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
SCC watercourse consent
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land



Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
 Biodiversity (green
infrastructure)
 Transport infrastructure
(footpath and cycleway
extension)

Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)

















Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Consider adjacent school
expansion
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Bowling facility to north to be
protected
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land

Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
 Biodiversity (green
infrastructure)




Single private
ownership
Planning
permission
granted
0267/2013

The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
 Biodiversity (green
infrastructure)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.

Site SELECTED for allocation, combined
with site EMP30 and EMP34





Single private
ownership
Outline consent
lapsed
Developer intent
received

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.
The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
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ID

Site Name

EMP
30

Vacant Land
off Sandy
Way

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
0.36

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion

Brownfield

E3






Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
 Biodiversity (green
infrastructure)



The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.










Potential highways impacts to local
network
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent to the Two Rivers School
and Amington Heath Community
School
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses and
residential properties
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Public right of way on edge of site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known










EMP
33

Site off
Bonehill
Road

0.57

Greenfield

E6











EMP
34

Car Park, off
Sandy Way
(to the North
West)

0.59

Brownfield

E3












Potential highway impacts to Ventura
Park and A5(T) Mile Oak junction
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Not affecting sports facilities
Not adjacent to school sites
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent business units
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Secondary A and B aquifers
Contamination issues not known
Majority of site in FZ 3 behind flood
defence bank




Potential highways impacts to local
network
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
School playing field north of site
Adjacent to the Two Rivers School
and Amington Heath Community
School
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent businesses and
residential properties
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Adjacent area of Deciduous
Woodland UK BAP Priority Habitat
Public right of way on edge of site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known




















Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Consider adjacent school
expansion
Design to respond to local
character
Landscaping adjacent canal
and prevention or mitigation of
light, noise or odour to canal
users
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Sustainable Drainage Systems
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance
Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Consider adjacent school
expansion
Ensure no direct impact to
school playing field
Design to respond to local
character
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Green infrastructure to connect
to network
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative



Single private
ownership
Planning
permission
granted
0267/2013

The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)

Site SELECTED for allocation, combined
with site EMP10 and EMP34




Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)

Single private
ownership
Planning
permission
granted for car
workshop and
show room

Minor adverse impacts:
 Biodiversity
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

Major positive impacts:
 Land use (car park)
Minor positive impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (adjacent
school playing field)
 Biodiversity (possible BAP
habitat loss)
 Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.
The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. After mitigation measures, the
adverse impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be outweighed
by the benefits of meeting part of the need for
employment land (paras 14 and 21).
Site SELECTED for allocation





Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received
Permission for
care home
expired in 2013

The potential employment sites on available
land fall well short of the need for employment
land in the plan period. The balance of
significance is given to the positive impacts
identified in the SA.
The principle of development is consistent with
the NPPF. The site would meet part of the need
for employment land (paras 14 and 21). The
adverse impacts after mitigation measures are
expected to be minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation, combined
with site EMP10 and EMP30
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Table 4.2: Rejected Employment Sites

ID

Site Name

EMP
3

Dunstall
Lane, Site A,
north of
Dunstall
Farm

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
15.51

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion

Greenfield

-





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major Positive Impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the SA
does not take account of potential mitigation as
policy wording was not included for the site in
the pre-submission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or positive.
















Outline permission for adjacent
EMP31
New access required and would result
in long cul de sac
Potential highways impacts to
Ventura Park
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Potential disruption to arterial road in
case of fire
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal
crosses site: heritage, recreational
and amenity value
'Lowland Village Farmlands in the
Trent Valley Washlands' landscape
type, priority for restoration
Site opposite Broad Meadow SBI –
Site SBI 4 on the policies map - and
River Tame
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish
Council object to development
Public Right of Way crosses site
Part of Site in FZs 2 and 3
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse
Secondary B aquifer and Tame
tributary
Contamination issues not known
















Acceptable road design for
emergency access
Transport Assessment
New highway section and bus
connection
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District, Canal Corridor
Landscaping adjacent canal
and prevention or mitigation of
light, noise or odour to canal
users
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Open Space and landscaping
linked to river network/green
infrastructure; native planting
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse and Canal and
Rivers Trust consents
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance










Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)
Historic assets (listed
bridges, archaeology
Flood Risk (FZ 2 and 3)
Minor Adverse Impacts:
Active lifestyles (right of way
to green space)
High quality places
(landscape)
Biodiversity
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)
Transport infrastructure



Mixed
ownership
Part of site
proposed for
housing and no
confirmed
developer intent
on remainder

Paragraph 22 of the NPPF states that:
Planning policies should avoid the long term
protection of sites allocated for employment use
where there is no reasonable prospect of a site
being used for that purpose.
Paragraph 51 states that planning authorities:
should normally approve planning applications
for change to residential use and any
associated development from commercial
buildings (currently in the B use classes) where
there is an identified need for additional housing
in that area, provided that there are not strong
economic reasons why such development
would be inappropriate.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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ID

Site Name

EMP
4

Dunstall
Lane, Site B,
South of
Dunstall
Farm

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
3.43

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion

Greenfield

-





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Minor Positive Impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the SA
does not take account of potential mitigation as
policy wording was not included for the site in
the pre-submission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or positive.
















Outline permission for adjacent
EMP31
New access required and would result
in long cul de sac
Potential highways impacts to
Ventura Park
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Potential disruption to arterial road in
case of fire
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal
crosses site: heritage, recreational
and amenity value
'Lowland Village Farmlands in the
Trent Valley Washlands' landscape
type, priority for restoration
Site opposite Broad Meadow SBI –
Site SBI 4 on the policies map - and
River Tame
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish
Council object to development
Public Right of Way crosses site
Part of Site in FZs 2 and 3
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 200 yr surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer and adjacent
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known














Acceptable road design for
emergency access
Transport Assessment
New highway section and bus
connection
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District, Canal Corridor
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Open space and landscaping
linked to river network/green
infrastructure; native planting
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse and Canal and
River Trust consents
Contribution to flood bank
defence maintenance









Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)
Flood Risk (FZ 2 and 3)
Minor Adverse Impacts:
Historic assets (listed bridges,
archaeology)
High quality places
(landscape)
Biodiversity
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)
Transport infrastructure



Single private
ownership
Site proposed
for housing

Paragraph 22 of the NPPF states that:
Planning policies should avoid the long term
protection of sites allocated for employment use
where there is no reasonable prospect of a site
being used for that purpose.
Paragraph 51 states that planning authorities:
should normally approve planning applications
for change to residential use and any
associated development from commercial
buildings (currently in the B use classes) where
there is an identified need for additional housing
in that area, provided that there are not strong
economic reasons why such development
would be inappropriate.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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ID

Site Name

EMP
31

Land off
Dunstall
Lane

Site
Area
(SHLAA)
/ ha
11.8

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Strategic
Employment
Area

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development
Intent

Conclusion

Greenfield

-






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major Positive Impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the SA
does not take account of potential mitigation as
policy wording was not included for the site in
the pre-submission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or positive.
















EMP
32

Site off
Bonehill
Road

0.77

Brownfield

E6














Not affecting sports facilities
Potential disruption to A5 in case of
fire
New access required
Potential highways impacts to
Ventura Park
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Not adjacent to school sites
Proximity to Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal
'Lowland Village Farmlands in the
Trent Valley Washlands' landscape
type, priority for restoration
Site opposite Broad Meadow SBI –
Site SBI 4 on the policies map - and
River Tame
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing
Marsh UK BAP Priority Habitat on
part of site
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish
Council object to development
Part of Site in FZ 2
Ordinary watercourse, Canal and
River nearby
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer and 75m from
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known
Potential highway impacts to Ventura
Park and A5(T) Mile Oak junction
Requires pedestrian and cycle links
Not affecting sports facilities
Not adjacent to school sites
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal
crosses site: heritage, recreational
and amenity value
Landscape 'area of built character',
greenfield adjacent business units
Site opposite Broad Meadow SBI –
Site SBI 4 on the policies map - and
River Tame
Potential effects on The Cannock
Chase SAC and the River Mease
SAC
Site in FZ 3 behind flood defence
bank
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known










Acceptable road design for
emergency access
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District, Canal Corridor
Landscaping adjacent canal
and prevention or mitigation of
light, noise or odour to canal
users
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Open space and landscaping
linked to river network/green
infrastructure; native planting
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse and Canal and
River Trust consents



















Transport Assessment
Improved pedestrian and cycle
links
Design to protect canal corridor
Open space and landscaping
linked to river network/green
infrastructure; native planting
Landscaping adjacent canal
and prevention or mitigation of
light, noise or odour to canal
users.
Local Plan Habitats Regulations
Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment, and
mitigation
Canal and River Trust consent

Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)
Flood Risk (FZ 2)






Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (greenfield)
Minor Adverse Impacts:
High quality places
(landscape)
Biodiversity
Flood Risk (FZ 3)
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage impact)

Paragraph 22 of the NPPF states that:
Planning policies should avoid the long term
protection of sites allocated for employment use
where there is no reasonable prospect of a site
being used for that purpose.
Paragraph 51 states that planning authorities:
should normally approve planning applications
for change to residential use and any
associated development from commercial
buildings (currently in the B use classes) where
there is an identified need for additional housing
in that area, provided that there are not strong
economic reasons why such development
would be inappropriate.

Minor Adverse Impacts:
Historic assets (listed bridges,
conservation area)
High quality places
(landscape)
Biodiversity (nearby BAP
priority habitat)
Air, Water, Land, Noise
(unknown sewerage and
drainage impact)
Transport infrastructure

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Minor Positive Impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (employment)
 Diverse and competitive
economy (growth)




Single private
ownership
Site has
planning
permission for
employment
use

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation






Dual private
ownership
Outline consent
lapsed but
infrastructure
provided
No confirmed
developer intent
received

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the SA
does not take account of potential mitigation as
policy wording was not included for the site in
the pre-submission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or positive.
Paragraph 22 of the NPPF states that:
Planning policies should avoid the long term
protection of sites allocated for employment use
where there is no reasonable prospect of a site
being used for that purpose. Land allocations
should be regularly reviewed.
In the absence of developer intent or an extant
permission the site is not considered to be
available for development.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Table 4.3: Selected Housing Sites

Regeneration
Area

17

Brownfield

0.47

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land south of
St.Peter's
Close Phase 2

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

341

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facilities
EUS (Extensive Urban Survey) HUCA
(Historic Urban Character Area) 36:
Mount Pleasant and Dosthill but low
archaeological potential
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination from industrial
land use
Limited local school capacity
No highways issues in principle
Site adjacent railway and brickworks
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facilities
Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known;
adjacent potentially contaminated land
Landfill 150m north of site
Adjacent railway line
Limited local school capacity
No highways issues in principle
Vacant vegetated site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)






Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage and
residential)



The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facilities
Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contaminated land from use as
garage
Landfill 150m north of site
Site near to railway line
Limited local school capacity
Potential access issue if close to road
junction
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












48

6

Wilnecote Corridor

0.17

1.1

Wilnecote Corridor

Derelict
buildings south
of B5404
(assessed with
site 343)

1.5

Brownfield

344

Land off
Cottage Farm
Road

Brownfield

343


























Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Noise Report
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Access design with site to
north – permission 0346/2013
Design to respond to local
character



Single private
ownership
Planning permission
granted 0172/2014

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage,
noise, air, past mining)

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation















Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Noise Report
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment
Access design with 344 and
not to prejudice 521
Design to respond to local
character
Ecology Report

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Travel (Rail access at
Wilnecote Station)

Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Noise Report
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment
Access design with 343 and
not to prejudice 521
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (vacant buildings)
 Travel (Rail access at
Wilnecote station)




Dual private
ownership
Developer intent
received

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant, vegetated)
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage,
noise, air, landfill, past
mining)

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage,
noise, air, landfill, past
mining)

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation,
combined with site 344 and redrawn
to exclude care home site already
developed




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation,
combined with site 343
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Regeneration
Area
Town Centre

18

Brownfield

0.31

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Phoenix
Special
Purpose
Machines,
Hospital Street

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

347

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion




Not affecting sports facilities
Partially within Hospital Street and Town
Centre Conservation Areas – CA 1 and
CA 2 on the policies map
Proximity to grade II listed buildings
EUS HUCA 3: Aldergate, high
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Potential contamination from
manufacturing use
1 in 200 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
On street parking affects access visibility
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)




Education contribution
Design to protect or enhance
conservation areas and
setting of listed buildings
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Access to address restricted
visibility and layout to allow
servicing
Sustainable drainage
systems

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (industrial)
 Travel (Rail access)



The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Not affecting sports facilities
Majority within Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map
Proximity to grade II listed buildings
EUS HUCA 14: Lichfield Street and the
Moat House, high archaeological potential
Secondary A and B aquifers and River
Tame 200m to south
Potential contamination from use as
garage
Limited local school capacity
On street parking west of site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Not affecting sports facilities
Partially within Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map
Proximity to grade I, II and locally listed
buildings
Secondary B aquifer
Potential contamination from use as depot
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
Proximity to Hospital Street/Albert Street
signalised junction and Church Lane not
suitable for access
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)




Education contribution
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Centralised access and
possible parking restrictions

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage/car sales)
 Travel (Rail access)










0.2

20

Town Centre

Norris Bros,
Lichfield Street

Brownfield

348











0.39

40

Town Centre

Arriva Bus
Depot,
Aldergate

Brownfield

349






















Minor positive impacts:
 Historic assets (protected or
enhanced)

Single private
ownership
Pre-application
discussions
Developer intent
received

Minor adverse impacts:
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage)

Site SELECTED for allocation




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

Minor positive impacts:
 Historic Assets (protected or
enhanced)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage)







Education contribution
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Improved access and
possible ghost right turn

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) and support diversification
and improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (bus depot)
 Travel (Rail access)



Minor positive impacts:
 Historic Assets (protected or
enhanced)
 High quality places (street
scene)



Minor adverse impacts:
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage)

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) and support diversification
and improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.



Single private
ownership
Historic developer
intent but not recently
confirmed
Relocation of the bus
depot could bring
significant
improvements to
highway safety,
public realm, the
historic environment
and the vitality of the
town centre. The
Council will work with
the bus company to
locate suitable
alternative premises.

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) and support diversification
and improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area
Wilnecote Corridor

34

Brownfield

1.04

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Northern Part
of Beauchamp
Employment
Area

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

357

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion









Education contribution
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Buffer to SBI
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (warehouse)
 Travel (Rail access)




The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse consent
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
No impact to playing fields
adjacent
Noise Assessment and
mitigation

Major positive impacts:
 Housing










Whitley Avenue

0.9

0.8
5

35

Greenfield

358













Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facilities
Proximity to Beauchamp Industrial Park
SBI – SBI 9 on the policies map
Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination from industrial
use
Landfill 75m to north west
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
No highways issues in principle
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Ordinary watercourse
Part of site located in FZ 2
1 in 30 yr surface water flood risk
Principle and secondary A aquifers
Contamination issues not known
Potential for late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Limited local school capacity would
require a contribution towards primary
and secondary schools
Potential noise from railway
Site adjacent to recreation ground
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Land would be required for Anker Valley
link road














Multiple ownership
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land and noise
(contamination, sewerage,
air, landfill, past mining)

Major Adverse Impacts:
 Land Use (Greenfield)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ2 and surface
water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Site SELECTED for allocation

 Single ownership
 Developer intent
received
 Planning application
submitted (reference
0166/2013)

The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. The balance of significance is
given to the positive impacts identified
in the SA.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting
part of the need for housing (para 47).
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to planning
application
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Regeneration
Area

77

Greenfield

3.65

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Coton House
Farm, Coton
Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

387

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. The balance of significance is
given to the positive impacts identified
in the SA.

















Ordinary watercourse on site
Site near sewage treatment works
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
UK BAP Priority Habitat on part of site
Potential to impact upon late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Floodplain field systems are present
Site is within 20m of Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield District
Within the site/immediately adjacent to
the site boundary is a Grade II Listed
Building: Hopwas Bridge
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
FZ 2 and large parts of site in FZ 3 (partly
behind new defences)
Secondary A and B aquifers and adjacent
river
Contamination issues not known
Habitat corridor of River Tame
Limited local school capacity
Ghost right turn and cycling, public
transport and pedestrian links would be
required
Public right of way crosses site
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)













Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and Environment
Agency flood and SCC
watercourse consents
Assessment of odour and
potential mitigation
Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Protected species survey
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area, setting of
listed building
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Off-site highway measures

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (Greenfield)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of way)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
conservation area)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat) and protected
species)
 Flood risk (FZ3 and surface
water)
 Air, water, land, noise (odour)
 Travel (access)



Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received from two
landowners for
defended portion of
site

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting
part of the need for housing (para 47).
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude areas
of functional floodplain (and BAP
priority habitat)
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52

35

Regeneration
Area

1.3

Greenfield

2.5

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Coton Hall
Farm, Coton
Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

390

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. The detailed design of a
development would provide
opportunities to conserve the historic
environment in Hopwas. The Level 2
SFRA indicates part of site may pass
the exception test for flood risk. The
balance of significance is given to the
positive impacts identified in the SA.














Ordinary watercourse on site
Site near sewage treatment works
Potential for protected water vole, newt
and otter species
Potential to impact upon late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
FZ 2 and large parts of site in FZ 3 (partly
behind recent defences)
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A and B aquifers and adjacent
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known
Potentially contaminated land other side
of Coton Lane
Habitat corridor of River Tame
Limited local school capacity
Junction improvement and cycling, public
transport and pedestrian links would be
required
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse consent
Odour Assessment and
potential mitigation
Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Protected Species Survey
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to respond to local
character
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Education contribution
Off-site highway measures

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Historic assets
(archaeology and
conservation area)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestules (right of way)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (protected
species)
 Air, water, land, noise (odour,
noise)
 Travel (access)



Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received for defended
portion of site

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111), on the
historic environment (para126) and due
to flood risk (para 100) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting
part of the need for housing (para 47).
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude areas
of functional floodplain
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Regeneration
Area

Greenfield

482

723 for combined Dunstall Lane site

22.9
7

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land off
Dunstall Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

394

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation Dunstall
Lane would be of sufficient size to
include flood risk mitigation and for the
design, layout and scale to provide a
sensitive transition from Ventura Park
and Bonehill to the historic setting of
Hopwas and the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal.






















Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
Adjacent to Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal (crossed by two culverts)
Grade II listed bridges cross canal
Proximity to Broad Meadow SBI - Site
SBI 4 on the policies map – and River
Tame
Portable antiquities scheme find spots
north of site
Post medieval recorded archaeology and
potential earlier precursors, prehistoric
archaeology and paleoenvironmental
remains
TMHECZ (Historic Environment Character
Zone) 9 in Part three of the Tamworth
EUS report – historic landscaper
character value of Dunstall Farm buildings
Hopwas Conservation Area to north
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Central Rivers Initiative area
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
UK BAP Priority Habitat on part of site
Part of site in Flood Zone 2 and 3
Potential flood risk to arterial routes
Limited local school capacity
No suitable access for site alone,
Two points of access required
Public right of way crosses site
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(difficult connection, known hydraulic
issues)














New primary school to serve
394, 529, 528
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation measures
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Buffer to Broad Meadow SBI
and canal corridor
Sustainable Drainage
Systems and Canal and River
Trust consent if required
No restriction of culverts
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District, canal corridor and
landscape character
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
Access scheme to highway
for 394, 528, 529
Access to prevent harm to
Grade II Listed Dunstall
Bridge
Pedestrian and cycle links

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Historic assets (listed
bridge, conservation area,
archaeology)
 Flood Risk (FZ3)
Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places (canal,
landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, canal,
river)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)





Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part of
site in combination
with sites 528 and
529
Pre-application
discussion

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111), to the
historic environment (para 126) and due
to flood risk (para 100) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).
Part of site SELECTED for allocation
in combination with sites 528 and
529 with the boundary redrawn to
exclude FZ3
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0.3
4

35

12

Regeneration
Area

1.25

Brownfield

Revised Site
Area / ha

Coton’s van
Hire / Millfields
House,
Lichfield Road

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

399

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Name

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

D

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Not affecting sports facilities
Nearby industrial facility
Proximity to Broad Meadow SBI – SBI 4
on the policies map
Secondary A and B aquifers
Potential contamination from industrial
use
FZ2 and part of site in FZ3
Public open space on part of site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)





Education contribution
Odour Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment; no
development in functional
floodplain
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Buffer to SBI and native
planting
Possible ghost right turn
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (industrial)



The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Not affecting sports facilities
Large greenfield site
On site and nearby recorded archaeology
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse
Limited local school capacity
Access achievable in principle
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development



New primary school to serve
406 and 651
Flood Risk Assessment and
SCC watercourse consent
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Pedestrian and cycle links
and crossings
Bus service extension
Transport Assessment
Design to respond to
landscape character and
historic record
Maintain and improve BAP
landscape features
Traffic signals or roundabout
at access
Odour mitigation
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Access design to be agreed
Car parking strategy
Maintain shops on site
Design to respond to local
character and support centre

Major positive impacts:
 Housing







Land north of
Coton Lane

9.95

7.
03

209

196

Greenfield

406





























Car Park off
Park Farm
Road

0.42

0.1
7

34

13

Brownfield

462











The sites lie within the EUS HUCA 36:
Mount Pleasant and Dosthill
Coal mining development high risk area
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
May require junction improvement for
access
Public car parking on site
Designated Neighbourhood Centre
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












Minor positive impacts:
 Biodiversity (habitat
restoration)

Multiple private and
TBC ownership
Developer intent
received from one
landowner

Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places (open
space)
 Flood risk (FZ2)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, noise, odour,
sewerage)

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude area of
functional floodplain and public open
space





Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity
 Travel (access)

Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part of
site
Pre-application
discussions

The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. The balance of significance is
given to the positive impacts identified
in the SA.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting
part of the need for housing (para 47).
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude area
with lack of developer intent

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park,
commercial)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage, past mining)




TBC owned site
TBC intend to release
part of site for
development

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) and could support the vitality
of the neighbourhood centre (para 23).
The adverse impacts after mitigation
measures are expected to be minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude shops
and servicing area
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Regeneration
Area

16

Brownfield

0.5

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Staffs County
Council Care
Home, New
Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

488

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







Education contribution
No direct or indirect negative
impacts to adjacent school
sports facilities
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Improved access
Transport Assessment

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (vacant building)




The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Education contribution
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Speed survey and visibility
splays to be demonstrated
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing









0.36

14

Could
increas
e to 33

Belgrave

Seaton Hire Ltd
and land to
south,
Wilnecote Lane

Mixed

496









Treetops
Garage,
Dosthill

0.46

0.2
0.4
6

16

6-16

Brownfield

504












Adjacent school playing field
Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Proximity to grade II listed buildings and
Wilnecote Conservation Area – CA 6 on
the policies map
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
Access to Hockley Road would require
improvement
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facilities
Hinterland, low archaeological potential
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
Marlborough way visibility issues, Fenn
Street on street parking and visibility
issues, Wilnecote Lane via unadopted
access road
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Listed structures in proximity to site
Potential for waterlogged late prehistoric
archaeological features
Secondary A aquifer and 100m from
Tame tributary
Potential contamination due to use as
garage
Large portion of site located in FZ 3
Protected tree
Coal mining development high risk area
Limited local school capacity
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)












SCC owned site
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology,
listed buildings, conservation
area)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Flood risk (surface water)

Site SELECTED for allocation





Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received for large
portion of site
Pre-application
discussions

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation









Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Education contribution
Site capacity may be reduced

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage)
Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
contamination, past mining,
sewerage)




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The Level 2 SFRA indicates the site
may pass the exception test with further
modelling information. The cumulative
impact on schools in the area will not be
great as no other allocations are
proposed in Dosthill. The balance of
significance is given to the positive
impacts identified in the SA.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development on schools
(para 72) and due to flood risk (para
100) would be outweighed by the
benefits of meeting part of the need for
housing (para 47) on brownfield land
(para 111).
Site SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area
Town Centre

12

Brownfield

0.15

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Club, Spinning
School Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

507

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







Education contribution
Replace sports facility
Design to protect or enhance
conservation areas and
setting of listed buildings
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment and early
consultation with
conservation officer and
English Heritage
Detailed discussion with
highways authority to design
access

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (bingo hall)
 Travel (rail access)




The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Education contribution
Replace sports facility
Design to protect or
conservation areas and
setting of locally listed
buildings
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment and early
consultation with
conservation officer and
English Heritage
Detailed discussion with
highways authority to design
access

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (courts and
station)
 Travel (rail access)










0.72

46

Town Centre

Magistrates
Courts and
Police Station

Brownfield

508












Youth centre and Multi-Use Games Area
adjacent
Adjacent Town Centre and Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Areas –
CA 1 and CA 3 on the policies map – and
locally listed buildings
Adjacent Scheduled Ancient Monument
(SAM) – SAM 1 on the policies map
HUCA 4: Lower Gungate and Spinning
School Lane, high archaeological
potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential access conflict with surrounding
uses
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Youth centre and Multi-Use Games Area
adjacent
Adjacent Town Centre and Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Areas –
CA 1 and CA 3 on the policies map – and
locally listed buildings
SAM on site – SAM 1 on the policies map
EUS HUCA 4: Lower Gungate and
Spinning School Lane, high
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential access conflict with surrounding
uses
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)













SCC owned site
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) on brownfield land (para 111)
and support diversification and
improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with site 508 and 509






SCC owned site
Developer intent
received
Magistrates Courts
are now vacant
Police scheduled to
vacate their building

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) on brownfield land (para 111)
and support diversification and
improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with site 507 and 509
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Area
Town Centre

16

Brownfield

0.21

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Youth Centre,
Albert Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

509

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion








Education contribution
Replace sports facility
Design to protect or
conservation areas and
setting of locally listed
buildings
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment and early
consultation with
conservation officer and
English Heritage
Detailed discussion with
highways authority to design
access

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (youth centre)
 Travel (rail access)




The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.

Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Noise Report
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Buffer to Beauchamp
Industrial Park SBI
Access design not to
prejudice 344
Transport Assessment
Ecology Report
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Travel (rail access)



Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
contamination, past mining,
sewerage, noise)











0.86

51

30

Wilnecote Corridor

Former railway
goods yard,
Wilnecote

Brownfield

521














Youth centre and Multi-Use Games Area
Adjacent Town Centre and Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Areas –
CA 1 and CA 3 on the policies map – and
locally listed buildings
SAM adjacent – SAM 1 on the policies
map
EUS HUCA 4: Lower Gungate and
Spinning School Lane, high
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential access conflict with surrounding
uses
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)
Coal mining development high risk area
Not affecting sports facility
Proximity to Beauchamp Industrial Park
SBI (Site of County Biological Importance)
– SBI 9 on the policies map
Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination from railway use
Landfill 25m to east
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
Access improvements required and
opposite site 344
Vacant vegetated site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)



















SCC owned site
Developer intent
received
SCC set to close the
youth centre

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47) on brownfield land (para 111)
and support diversification and
improved vitality of the town centre
(para 23). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with site 507 and 508



Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received
Historic preapplication
discussions

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

Greenfield

72

723 for combined Dunstall Lane site

3.36

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Dunstall Lane
(EMP4)

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

528

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation Dunstall
Lane would be of sufficient size to
include flood risk mitigation and for the
design, layout and scale to provide a
sensitive transition from Ventura Park
and Bonehill to the historic setting of
Hopwas and the Coventry Canal.


















Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
Proximity to Broad Meadow SBI - Site
SBI 4 on the policies map – and River
Tame
Potential water meadow earthworks and
structural remains, prehistoric
archaeology and paleoenvironmental
remains
TMHECZ 9 in Part three of the Tamworth
EUS report – historic landscaper
character value of Dunstall Farm buildings
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Central Rivers Initiative area
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
UK BAP Priority Habitat on part of site
Hopwas Conservation Area to north
In FZ2 and part of site in FZ3
Potential flood risk to arterial routes
Limited local school capacity
Access to Tame Drive may be acceptable
and must take account of flood risk
Possible noise impact from adjacent
distribution centre
Public right of way crosses site
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(difficult connection, known hydraulic
issues)













New primary school to serve
394, 529, 528
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation measures
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Buffer to Broad Meadow SBI
Consideration of Central
Rivers Initiative biodiversity
mapping
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District and landscape
character
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
Access scheme to highway
for 394, 528, 529
Pedestrian and cycle links

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Historic assets
(conservation area,
archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, BAP priority
habitat, river)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received
Pre-application
discussion

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111), to the
historic environment (para 126) and due
to flood risk (para 100) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).
Site SELECTED for allocation in
combination with sites 394 and 529
with the boundary redrawn to
exclude FZ3
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Area

Greenfield

248

723 for combined Dunstall Lane site

11.8
3

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Dunstall Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

529

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





New primary school to serve
394, 529, 528
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation measures
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Buffer to Broad Meadow SBI
– Site SBI 4 on the policies
map - and Canal Corridor
Sustainable Drainage
Systems and Canal and River
Trust consent if required
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in Lichfield
District, Canal Corridor and
landscape character
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
Access Scheme to highway
for 394, 528, 529
Pedestrian and cycle links
and consideration of link to
canal towpath

Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation Dunstall
Lane would be of sufficient size to
include flood risk mitigation.

Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contamination
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Landfill gas risk and noise
and odour assessments and
mitigation
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
Design to respond to local
character

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (industrial)



















Adjacent to
Tame Valley
Alloys

0.73

26

Brownfield

541










Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
Adjacent to Coventry Canal
Grade II listed bridges cross canal
Hopwas Conservation Area to north
Proximity to Broad Meadow SBI - Site
SBI 4 on the policies map – and River
Tame
Potential for prehistoric archaeology and
paleoenvironmental remains
TMHECZ 9 in Part three of the Tamworth
EUS report – historic landscaper
character value of Dunstall Farm buildings
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
UK BAP Priority Habitat on part of site
Central Rivers Initiative area
Part of site in FZ2
Potential flood risk to arterial routes
Limited local school capacity
Single point of access acceptable but
Meadow Road private; Would require two
points of access with site 528
237m from historic landfill that may not be
gassing
Public right of way crosses site
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(difficult connection, known hydraulic
issues)
Not affecting sports facilities
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination from landfill and
industrial use
Active landfill 150m to south
1 in 200 year surface water flood risk
Limited local school capacity
No highways issues in principle
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)



















Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Flood risk (FZ2)




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received
Pre-application
discussion

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) and due to
flood risk (para 100) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (listed bridge,
conservation area,
archaeology)
 High quality places (canal,
landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, BAP priority
habitat, river)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Site SELECTED for allocation in
combination with sites 394 and 528
with the boundary redrawn to
exclude FZ3




Dual private
ownership
Developer intent
received from both
landowners

The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area
Leyfields

26

Brownfield

0.9

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Solway Close

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

550

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






Major positive impacts:
 Housing




The SA indicates the positive and
negative impacts of development may
be finely balanced.







Co-op filling
station

0.31

12

Brownfield

591
















Not affecting sports facilities
Site lies within the historic (unregistered)
Wigginton Landscape Park including
Grade II listed Wigginton Lodge
Adjacent Deciduous Woodland UK BAP
Priority Habitat
Limited local school capacity
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low (subject
to hydraulic modelling)

Part of site located in FZ 3 and part
benefitting from existing defences
Environment Agency advise floodplain
and watercourse habitat should be
restored
Castle Pleasure Grounds and the
Tamworth Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map –
adjacent to site
Grade II listed building within 220m
Saxon Defences SAM and Tamworth
Castle SAM within 300m – SAM 3 and
SAM 4 on the policies map
Potential for previously unknown
archaeological remains associated with
late prehistoric exploitation of the river
valley
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Secondary A and B aquifer and Tame
tributary.
Potential contamination due to use as
filling station
Limited local school capacity
Public right of way crosses site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)













Design to protect or enhance
landscape character and
setting of listed building
Education contribution
Preliminary risk assessment
for contaminated land

Flood risk assessment and
mitigation
Contribution towards flood
defence maintenance
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings and ancient
monuments
Maintain and enhance BAP
landscape features
Preliminary risk assessment
for contaminated land
Education contribution
Retain public right of way

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (storage)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
listed building)
 Biodiversity (BAP habitat)

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (petrol filling
station)
Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Biodiversity (flood plain)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology,
conservation area, listed
buildings, SAM)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Flood risk (FZ3)






TBC owned site
TBC intend to release
part of site for
development
Pre-application
discussion

Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts after
mitigation measures are expected to be
minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation and
boundary redrawn to exclude listed
building
The site can be developed, avoiding the
area of high potential biodiversity value
in the functional floodplain. The site at
Dunstall Lane has the opportunity to
provide a new primary school nearby.
The balance of significance is given to
the positive impacts identified in the SA.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts due to schools (para 72) and
biodiversity (para 110 and 117) would
be outweighed by the benefits of
meeting part of the need for housing
(para 47) on brownfield land (para 111).
Site SELECTED for allocation,
combined with site 593 and with the
boundary redrawn to exclude the
functional floodplain
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Regeneration
Area

10

Greenfield

0.25

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land West of
Co-op filling
station

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

593

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. The Level 2 SFRA indicates
part of site may pass the exception test
for flood risk. The site can be
developed, avoiding the area of high
potential biodiversity value in the
functional floodplain. The site at
Dunstall Lane has the opportunity to
provide a new primary school nearby.
The balance of significance is given to
the positive impacts identified in the SA.


















Site located in FZ3, partially benefitting
from defences
Public open space
Environment Agency advise site should
be restored to natural functioning
floodplain with restored habitats
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Potential for previously unknown
archaeological remains associated with
late prehistoric exploitation of the river
valley
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Castle Pleasure Grounds and the
Tamworth Town Centre Conservation
Area - CA 1 on the policies map – nearby
to site
Grade II listed building within 220m
Saxon Defences SAM and Tamworth
Castle SAM within 300m – SAM 3 and
SAM 4 on the policies map
Limited local school capacity
Street trees may affect access
Public right of way crosses site
Secondary A and B aquifers and adjacent
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)










Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Protected species survey
Maintenance and
enhancement of BAP priority
landscape features
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed building and ancient
monuments
Education contribution
Suitable access design
Retention of public right of
way
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Biodiversity (flood plain)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Deprivation (open space)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
conservation area, listed
buildings, SAM)
 High quality places
(landscape)



Dual private
ownership
Developer intent
received from two
landowners

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of
greenfield land (para 111) and due to
biodiversity (para110 and 117), schools
(para 72) and flood risk (para 100)
would be outweighed by the benefits of
meeting part of the need for housing
(para 47).
Site SELECTED for allocation,
combined with 591 and with the
boundary redrawn to exclude areas
of functional floodplain
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1100
for
combin
ed Golf
Course
site

Regeneration
Area

86

Greenfield/brownfield

4.09

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Part of Golf
Course

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

602

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






Major positive impacts:
 Housing




The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation the golf
course would be of sufficient size to
incorporate strategic green
infrastructure to buffer and connect the
neighbouring ecological sites.











Loss of sports facility
Industrial period archaeological assets on
site and nearby
Secondary A aquifer
1in 200 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse on site
Proximity to Site of Biological Interest –
SBI 1 on the policies map
Deciduous Woodland UK BAP Priority
Habitat on part of site
Limited local school capacity
Significant access considerations If
delivered with 679 and 680
Public right of way on edge of site
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)













Education contribution or new
primary school with 679, 680
Demonstrate golf course
surplus to requirements
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Pedestrian and cycle links
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
Comprehensive access
strategy with 679, 680
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Design to respect local
character
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (golf course)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat, SSSI, BAS, SBI,
LNR)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 High quality places
(landscape, trees)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

TBC owned site
TBC intend to release
the whole golf course
site for development

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of a sports
facility (para 73) and to biodiversity
(para 110 and 117) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).
Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with the remainder of the
Golf Course SIte
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500

Regeneration
Area

700

Greenfield

54.2
3

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Anker Valley

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

651

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






Major positive impacts:
 Housing



SA impacts considered in detail at
outline planning application.



















Not affecting sports facilities
Proximity to Warwickshire Moor SBI and
LNR (Local Nature Reserve) – SBI 5 and
LNR 5 on the policies map
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Potential to impact upon late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Site visible from Amington Hall
Conservation Area – CA 5 on the policies
map – and listed buildings
Adjacent to part of River Anker BAS
(Biodiversity Alert Site) – BAS 2 on the
policies map
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Contains grade 2 agricultural land
Secondary A and B aquifers
Potential contamination from historic
landfill on part of site
Partially in FZ3
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Adjacent main river
Ordinary watercourse on site
Limited local school capacity
Transport assessment submitted with
application
Capacity limited by potential traffic
impacts to Fountains Junction and
Gungate Corridor
Public right of way crosses site
Potential sewerage impact: Medium (not
sewered and other side of railway)


















New primary school to serve
406 and 651
Flood Risk Assessment; no
development in functional
floodplain
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Otter and water vole survey
and sensitive design
Design to protect or enhance
Amington Hall Conservation
Area and setting of listed
buildings
Maintain and enhance BAP
priority landscape features
Sequential approach to avoid
best and most versatile
agricultural land
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Lane
Conserve Warwickshire Moor
SBI and River Anker corridor
Transport Assessment and
two access points
Improvements to Gungate
Corridor and Fountains
Junction
Site capacity currently
restricted to 500 dwellings to
further mitigate highways
impacts
Pedestrian and cycle links
Public right of way retained or
alternative provided
New sewerage infrastructure

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 RRR waste and water
 Air, water, land, noise
(agricultural land,
contamination)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
conservation area and listed
buildings)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (BAS, LNR, SBI,
protected species)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 Transport infrastructure
(traffic)



Multiple private
ownership
Planning Committee
resolution to grant
Outline consent for
535 dwellings
(reference
0105/2014) subject to
S106 agreement.

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The site
would meet a substantial part of the
need for housing (para 47). The
adverse impacts after mitigation
measures are expected to be minor.
Site SELECTED for allocation with
boundary redrawn to exclude FZ3
and to reduce capacity to limit traffic
impacts on the Fountains Junction
and Gungate Corridor
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Regeneration
Area

521

Greenfield/brownfield

23.7

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Golf Course
Site B

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

679

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Loss of sports facility
Protected trees on site
Crossed by overhead power lines and oil
pipeline
Adjacent Coventry Canal (crossed by two
culverts and oil pipeline)
Proximity to Alvecote Pools SSSI (Site of
Special Scientific Interest) and Hodge
Lane SBI, BAS and LNR – SSSI 1 , SBI
14, BAS 4 and LNR 1 on the policies map
Coincidence with Tamworth Golf Course
(portion of) SBI – SBI 1 on the policies
map
Deciduous Woodland UK BAP Priority
Habitat on part of site
Industrial period archaeological assets on
site and nearby
Secondary A aquifer
Area affected by former mining activity
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse on site
Limited local school capacity
Two points of access required and must
be developed with site 602
Potential sewerage impact: Medium (large
site, not currently sewered)



Major positive impacts:
 Housing




The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation the golf
course would be of sufficient size to
incorporate strategic green
infrastructure to buffer and connect the
neighbouring ecological sites.

Loss of sports facility
Protected trees on site
Crossed by overhead power lines and oil
pipeline
Ground level changes
Industrial period archaeological assets on
site and nearby
Deciduous Woodland UK BAP Priority
Habitat on part of site
Secondary A Aquifer
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Proximity to ordinary watercourse
Limited local school capacity
Two points of access required
Public rights of way on edge of site
Potential sewerage impact: Medium (large
site, not currently sewered)
















Golf Course
Site C

28.5
4

628

Greenfield/brownfield

680








































New primary school to serve
602, 679, 680
Demonstrate golf course
surplus to requirements
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to observe
constraints: protected trees,
power cables, oil pipeline,
Coventry Canal, culverts
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems and no impact to
culvert flows under canal
No impact to SSSI
Buffer to Canal, SBIs and
LNR
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Comprehensive access
strategy with 602, 680
Design to respect local
character and surrounding
countryside
Pedestrian and cycle links
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage
New primary school to serve
602, 679, 680
Demonstrate golf course
surplus to requirements
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to observe
constraints: protected trees,
power cables, oil pipeline,
land raising
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside
Comprehensive access
strategy with 679, 680
Design to respect local
character and surrounding
countryside
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (golf course)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat, SSSI, BAS, SBI,
LNR)

TBC owned site
TBC intend to release
the whole golf course
site for development

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of a sports
facility (para 73) and to biodiversity
(para 110 and 117) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 High quality places
(landscape, trees)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with the remainder of the
Golf Course SIte

Major positive impacts:
 Housing
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (golf course)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat, SSSI, BAS, SBI,
LNR)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 High quality places
(landscape, trees)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)




TBC owned site
TBC intend to release
the whole golf course
site for development

The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall well short
of the need for housing in the plan
period. As a single allocation the golf
course would be of sufficient size to
incorporate strategic green
infrastructure to buffer and connect the
neighbouring ecological sites.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the adverse
impacts of the development of a sports
facility (para 73) and to biodiversity
(para 110 and 117) would be
outweighed by the benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for housing
(para 47) with associated community
facilities (para 70).
Site SELECTED for allocation
combined with the remainder of the
Golf Course SIte
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Table 4.4: Rejected Housing Sites

Regeneration
Area

1845

Greenfield

164.
08

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Amington Hall
Farm, Ashby
Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

351

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The Tamworth Borough Council
Anker Valley Sustainable Urban
Extension Transport Package Appraisal
2013 identified the capacity limit to the
Gungate Corridor and Fountains
Junction. This site could not be
delivered in addition to the consented
Anker Valley site. Anker Valley is the
more sustainable option, in particular
with regards to direct impacts to the
historic environment and allowing
sustainable travel to the town centre,
schools, employment sites and other
facilities.



















Playing field to the south of site
Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
Site includes areas of land graded as 2
and 3a in the Agricultural Land
Classification
Potential protected otter and water vole
species
Site covers an extensive area of land and
the Historical Environment Record
identifies a range of heritage assets (both
designated and undesignated) within the
boundary
Site lies partially within Amington Hall
Conservation Area – CA 5 on the policies
map
Site adjacent to two listed buildings
(Grade II listed Armington Old Hall, Grade
II* listed Armington Hall)
Planned landscape and parkland
surrounding halls
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
A number of public rights of way cross site
Site includes Amington Hall Fishponds
SBI, River Anker (part of) BAS and is
adjacent to Warwickshire Moor SBI – SBI
11, BAS 2 and SBI 5 on the policies map
Limited local school capacity
Extensive modelling and road
infrastructure would be required if impact
on Gungate Corridor could be made
acceptable
Approximately half of site in FZ 3
Oil pipeline crosses site
Potential sewerage impact: Medium / High
- large site which, in combination with the
other large sites proposed, is very likely to
create capacity issues.


















Protection of playing field to
south
Provision of sports facilities
Development to avoid best
and most versatile agricultural
land and ecological
designations, floodplain, oil
pipeline
Protected species survey
Historic Environment Desk
Based Assessment and
possible historic environment
management plan
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings [this may
preclude any large scale
development]
Maintain and enhance BAP
priority landscape features
Retain public rights of way
Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside and
buffering ecological
designations
New primary school and
secondary/further education
contributions
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
[No mitigation for impact on
Gungate Corridor]
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage




Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Historic assets (listed
buildings, conservation
area, archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 RRR waste and water
 Air, water, land, noise
(agricultural land,
sewerage)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way, sports fields)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, BAS)
 Transport infrastructure
(traffic)

Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received for majority
of site
No infrastructure
proposals for either a
combined urban
extension with Anker
Valley or as a
standalone
settlement

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF due to transport impacts
(para 32 and 34) and impact to the
historic environment (para 126).
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation.
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Would
be
revised
if
selecte
d

Regeneration
Area

902

Greenfield

42.9
4

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land South of
Hockley Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

352

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major Positive Impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan.

Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (Green Belt,
agricultural)
Access to education, jobs
and training (new school
needed)
High quality places (green
belt, landscape)
RRR waste and water
(water supply)
Air, water, land, noise
(grade 2 agricultural land,
sewerage impact)



















Overhead power lines and oil pipeline
Grade II Listed Building
Historic Landscape Character surrounding
Hockley Hall retains much of its historic
character
Potential for late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Landscape character ‘Coalfield Farmlands
in the Mease Lowland’ opportunity to
create new landscapes of great character
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Adjacent Hockley (West of) SBI – SBI 16
on the policies map
Ponds may support great crested newts
Limited local school capacity
Key junctions on Gorsy Bank Road and
Hockley Road would require improvement
Access and pedestrian, public transport
and cycle links need detailed design
Public Right of Way crosses site
Safeguarded Minerals Site
Potential sewerage impact: High (Known
problems with the pumping station and
rising main)















Design to observe
constraints: power cables, oil
pipeline, adjacent landfill,
historic landscape, minerals
site
Design to respect historic
landscape character and
listed buildings and create
new landscape value
Landfill gas and noise/odour
assessments and mitigation
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside and buffering
wildlife designations
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse consent
Protected Species Survey
New primary school on site
and secondary education
contribution
Off-site highways measures
and travel planning
Retain public right of way
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage
[No mitigation for Green Belt
loss]














Minor Adverse Impacts:
Active Lifestyles (loss of
public access to green space)
Historic assets (listed
buildings and archaeology)
Biodiversity (designations,
priority habitat and protected
species)
Flood risk (surface water)
Travel (access)
Transport infrastructure
(traffic)



Mixed private
ownership may affect
deliverability.
Developer intent
received for part of
site
Large areas of site
not suitable for
development due to
power lines, oil
pipeline, minerals
site, landscape
character and
therefore cannot
demonstrate viability
of primary school,
access and transport
measures.

This site is located within the West
Midlands Green Belt which prevents
through planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing towns.
The NPPF Section 9 paragraphs 79 to
92 sets out the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses and the
exceptional circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn and new
Green Belt created. Exceptional
circumstances have not arisen for sites
to be removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014 Tamworth Local
Plan Green Belt Appraisal.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

529

Greenfield

25.1
7

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land West of
A51, Dosthill

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

354

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major Positive Impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan





















Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Woodland and protected trees
Ordinary watercourse
Close proximity to Dosthill Quarries SBI
and Dosthill Quarry Grassland BAS –
SBI3 and BAS5 on the policies map – and
Dosthill Lake and adjacent meadows
Proximity to the Dosthill Conservation
Area – CA 4 on the policies map – and
Grade II* and Grade II listed buildings
Areas of ridge and furrow (the remnants
of medieval ploughing) have been
recorded close by
Potential for waterlogged late prehistoric
archaeological features
Landscape character ‘Coalfield Farmlands
in the Mease Lowland’ opportunity to
create new landscapes of great character
Active landfill 150 metres to the south
east of the site with potential noise, odour,
physical and landfill gas impacts
Small part of sire located in FZ 3
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer and River 275m from
site
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: High (Known
problems with the pumping station and
rising main)
Limited local school capacity
Access and pedestrian, public transport
and cycle links yet to be designed
Site capacity limited if single access and
existing safety issues on High Street,
Dosthill
Public Right of Way crosses site
Junction improvements required on High
Street, Dosthill and Tamworth Road

















Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Design to observe
constraints: woodland,
protected trees
Design to respect historic
landscape character and
nearby listed buildings and
conservation area and create
new landscape value
Protected Species Survey
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse consent
Green infrastructure linking to
countryside and wildlife
designations
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Landfill Gas and Noise/Odour
Assessments and mitigation
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
New primary school on site
and secondary education
contribution
Off-site highways measures
and travel planning
Perimeter relief road to High
Street Dosthill, if delivered
with sites to the north
[however, relief road not
feasible due to topography
and loss of trees and
protected habitats]
Retain public right of way
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage
[No mitigation for Green Belt
loss]














Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (Green Belt,
agricultural
Access to education, jobs
and training (new school
needed)
High quality places (Green
Belt, landscape)
RRR waste and water
(water supply)
Biodiversity (designations,
priority habitat and
protected species)
Flood risk (part in FZ 2 and
3b)
Minor Adverse Impacts:
Active Lifestyles (right of way)
Historic assets (listed
buildings and archaeology)
Air, water, land, noise (air
quality, landfill , sewerage
impact)
Travel (access)
Transport infrastructure
(traffic)







Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part of
site outside of FZ3
and excluding
woodland areas
Perimeter relief road
not feasible due to
unsuitability of site to
the north
May not be viable to
deliver primary
school, access and
transport measures
as capacity restricted
if served via single
access and highways
safety issues on High
Street, Dosthill

This site is located within the West
Midlands Green Belt which prevents
through planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing towns.
The NPPF Section 9 paragraphs 79 to
92 sets out the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses and the
exceptional circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn and new
Green Belt created. Exceptional
circumstances have not arisen for sites
to be removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014 Tamworth Local
Plan Green Belt Appraisal.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

25

Brownfield

1.2

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Glascote Social
Club

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

368

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.











Site contains a bowling green sports
facility and allotments
Existing surface water flooding issues
Site is adjacent to two Grade II listed
buildings
Coal mining development high risk area
Limited local school capacity would
require a contribution towards primary and
secondary schools
Highway Authority concerns over
intensification at access, and proximity of
bus shelter and signalised crossing
Potentially contaminated land near site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)








Replacement of sports facility
or evidence supporting lack of
need
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Design to protect setting of
listed buildings
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Transport Assessment and
potential off-site measures
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land




Minor positive impacts:
 Land use (social club)

Club member
ownership
Landowners no
longer intend to
develop for housing
Planning application
received for retail
(reference
0271/2014)

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (bowling
green and allotments)
 Historic assets (listed building
and archaeology)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
0.24

12

Town Centre

Hyundai
Garage,
Lichfield Street

Brownfield

376











Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent to Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map
Adjacent grade II listed building
Tamworth EUS HUCA 13: Lichfield Road
and The Leys, moderate archaeological
potential
Secondary A and B aquifers
Potentially contaminated land from use as
garage
Limited local school capacity
Access preferable from Wardle Street
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)






Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Access from Wardle Street
and design with 377

[SA takes account of potential
mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage)
 Travel (Rail access)
Minor positive impacts:
 Historic assets (protected or
enhanced)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)




Dual private
ownership
Landowners no
longer intend to
develop for housing.
Recent permission
implemented for new
hot food takeaway
(reference
0425/2013) and car
sales use reestablished

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area
Town Centre

4

Brownfield

0.11

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land/building
off Wardle
Street
(assessed with
site 376)

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

377

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion







[SA takes account of potential
mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car wash)
 Travel (Rail access)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.









Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent Town Centre Conservation Area
– CA 1 on the policies map
Proximity to grade II listed building
Tamworth EUS HUCA 13: Lichfield Road
and The Leys, moderate archaeological
potential
Secondary A and B aquifers and River
Tame 225m to south
Potentially contaminated land
Limited local school capacity
No highways objections in principle
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)




Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Access design with 376




Minor positive impacts:
 Historic assets (protected or
enhanced)

Single private
ownership
No confirmed
developer intent
Site under size
threshold unless
developed with site
376, which is
unavailable

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
0.51

32

Edge of Town Centre – Gateway Location

Jewsons,
Saxon Drive

Brownfield

380











Employment land
Tamworth EUS within HUCA 17: Saxon
Drive and Tamworth Station, potential for
archaeology
Site adjacent to Victoria Road/Albert Road
Conservation Area – CA 3 on the policies
map – and within 100m of a number of
Locally Listed Buildings
Secondary A and B aquifers and 175m
from river
Potential contamination from use as
timber yard
Limited local school capacity
Access from Saxon Drive not supported
by Highway Authority
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)






Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed building
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Access design to be agreed

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (storage)
 Travel (Rail access)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (listed
buildings, conservation area,
archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)




Single private
ownership
Landowners do not
intend to develop for
housing

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

70

Greenfield

3.35

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land off Coton
Lane alongside
railway

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

389

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion









[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The major adverse impact of flood risk
could not be mitigated as the site is
almost entirely located in the functional
floodplain of the river Tame.











Majority of site located in FZ3b
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse
Site near sewage treatment works
Potential to impact upon late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Habitat corridor of River Tame
Secondary A and B aquifers and adjacent
Tame tributary
Contamination issues not known
Potentially contaminated land other side
of Coton Lane
Limited local school capacity
Junction improvement and cycling, public
transport and pedestrian links would be
required and access via 390
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












Odour Assessment and
potential mitigation
Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to respond to local
character
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Education contribution
Off-site highway measures
SCC watercourse consent
[No mitigation for building in
undefended flood plain]

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Historic assets
(archaeology, conservation
area)
 Flood risk (FZ3b)



Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF as the use would fail the
sequential test for flood risk (para 100).
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity
 Air, water, land, noise (odour,
noise)
 Travel (access)
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Regeneration
Area

863

Greenfield

41.1
2

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Statfold Barn
Farm, south of
B5493

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

392

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The Tamworth Borough Council
Anker Valley Sustainable Urban
Extension Transport Package Appraisal
2013 identified the capacity limit to the
Gungate Corridor and Fountains
Junction. This site could not be
delivered in addition to the consented
Anker Valley site. Anker Valley is the
more sustainable option, in particular
with regards to direct impacts to the
historic environment and allowing
sustainable travel to the town centre,
schools, employment sites and other
facilities.



















Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
Small area of land designated as grade
3a in the Agricultural Land Classification,
close to Statfold Barn Farm
Presence of several discrete areas of as
yet undated cropmarks; potential for
previously unknown archaeological
remains and palaeoenvironmental
evidence to survive masked by alluvial
deposits
Site is adjacent to Amington Hall
Conservation Area – CA 5 on the policies
map – and the Grade II listed Armington
Old Hall, the Grade II* listed Armington
th
Hall and the associated 19 Century
parkland
Historic landscape character of the area is
dominated by a rectilinear field pattern
probably created in the late 18th/early 19th
century with surviving historic farmsteads
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Public rights of way cross the site
Site includes Statfold Barn Farm Road
Verge BAS and part pf The Decoy SBI –
SBI 12 and BAS 1 on the policies map
Fens and Deciduous Woodlands UK BAP
Priority Habitats on part of site
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Limited local school capacity
Extensive modelling and road
infrastructure would be required if impact
on Gungate Corridor could be made
acceptable
Surface water floodplain on site
Potential sewerage impact Medium / High
- large site which, in combination with the
other large sites proposed, is very likely to
create capacity issues.
















New sports provision
Development to avoid good
quality agricultural land,
ecological designations
Historic Environment Desk
Based Assessment
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Layout to reflect historic
landscape character
Retain and enhance BAP
priority landscape features
Small conservation style
development
Retain public rights of way
Green infrastructure to
connect to surrounding
countryside and buffer to
wildlife sites
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
New primary school and
secondary/further education
contribution
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
[no mitigation for impact on
Gungate Corridor]
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Historic assets
(conservation area, listed
buildings, archaeology)
 RRR waste and water
 Air, water, land, noise
(agricultural land,
sewerage)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, BAS, BAP
priority habitat, protected
species)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 Transport infrastructure
(traffic)



Single private fund
ownership
Developer intent
received

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF due to transport impacts
(para 32 and 34).
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation.
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Regeneration
Area

1148

Greenfield

54.6
7

Brownfield/
Greenfield

North of
Shuttington
Road, The
Decoy

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

393

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The Tamworth Borough Council
Anker Valley Sustainable Urban
Extension Transport Package Appraisal
2013 identified the capacity limit to the
Gungate Corridor and Fountains
Junction. This site could not be
delivered in addition to the consented
Anker Valley site. Anker Valley is the
more sustainable option, in particular
with regards to direct impacts to the
historic environment and allowing
sustainable travel to the town centre,
schools, employment sites and other
facilities.


















Additional demand for sports facilities due
to size of site
As yet undated crop marks to the north
east of Amington Old Hall; potential for
previously unknown archaeological
remains and palaeoenvironmental
evidence to survive masked by alluvial
deposits
Site is adjacent to Amington Hall
Conservation Area – CA 5 on the policies
map – and the Grade II listed Armington
Old Hall, the Grade II* listed Armington
th
Hall and the associated 19 Century
parkland
Historic landscape character of the area is
dominated by a rectilinear field pattern
probably created in the late 18th/early 19th
century
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Public rights of way cross the site
Site includes the Decoy SBI and is
adjacent to Alvecote Pools SSSI – SBI 12
and SSSI 1 on the policies map
Fens and Deciduous Woodlands UK BAP
Priority Habitats on part of site
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Limited local school capacity
Extensive modelling and road
infrastructure would be required if impact
on Gungate Corridor could be made
acceptable
Site bisected by area of FZ3
Potential sewerage impact Medium / High
- large site which, in combination with the
other large sites proposed, is very likely to
create capacity issues.













Provision of sports facilities
Historic Environment Desk
Based Assessment
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and listed
buildings
Layout to reflect historic
landscape character
Maintain or enhance BAP
priority landscape features
Retain public rights of way
Development to avoid
ecological designations and
flood plain
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside and
buffer to ecological
designations
New primary school and
further/secondary education
contribution
[No mitigation for impact to
Gungate Corridor]
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Historic assets
(conservation area, listed
buildings, archaeology)
 Biodiversity (SSSI, BAS,
BAP priority habitat)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 RRR waste and water
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)



Single private fund
ownership
Developer intent
received

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF due to transport impacts
(para 32 and 34).
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation.

Minor adverse impacts;
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way)
 High quality places
(landscape)
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Area
Town Centre

26

Brownfield

0.26

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Marmion Street
Car Park

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

397

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)




The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.









Potential contamination as site previously
developed
Site lies on the north astern corner of
Tamworth’s Anglo-Saxon and medieval
defences and adjacent to the Saxon
Defences SAM – SAM 1 on the policies
map – potential for archaeology
Site directly to the south of the Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Area –
CA 3 on the policies map – and close to
several Listed structures
Used as public car park
Limited local school capacity
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)





Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and listed
buildings
Car parking strategy
Education contribution

TBC owned site
Was considered for
release, but TBC
currently has no
plans to release site
for development and
will be retained long
term as a car park

Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (SAM,
conservation area,
archaeology)

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
29

409

Hospital Street
Car Park

0.17

18

Planning permission granted before baseline date 01/04/2014

Town Centre

1.19

Brownfield

Land off
Overwoods
Road/Freasley
Lane

Greenfield

405













Ordinary watercourse
1 in 200 yr surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer
Potential contamination as site previously
developed
The site is immediately adjacent to
Hospital Street Conservation Area – CA 2
on the policies map. It is also immediately
adjacent to a number of Grade II Listed
Buildings along Aldergate, and within
100ms of locally listed buildings
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS HUCA
3: Aldergate. The site lies within the
bounds of the medieval and Anglo-Saxon
defences of the town, high archaeology
potential
Limited local school capacity
Used as public car park
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)









Sustainable Drainage
Systems
SCC watercourse consent
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Historic Environment Desk
Based Assessment
Education contribution
Car parking strategy

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)
Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(conservation area, listed
buildings, archaeology)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)




TBC owned site
Was considered for
release, but TBC
currently has no
plans to release site
for development and
will be retained long
term as a car park

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.
The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Area
Town Centre

10

Brownfield

0.1

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Marmion Street
Car Park

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

410

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)




The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.










Secondary A and B aquifers
Potential contamination as site previously
developed
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Site lies adjacent to the Saxon Defences
SAM – SAM 1 on the policies map
Site lies directly to the south of the
Victoria Road/Albert Road Conservation
Area – CA 3 on the policies map – and
close to several Listed structures
Site lies within EUS HUCA 18: Victoria
and Albert Roads, potential archaeology
Limited local school capacity
Used as public car park
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)







Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Early consultation with
conservation officer and
English Heritage
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Education contribution
Car parking strategy

Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(conservation area, listed
buildings, archaeology)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)

TBC owned site
Was considered for
release, but TBC
currently has no
plans to release site
for development and
will be retained long
term as a car park

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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143

Greenfield

6.83

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Nursery,
Caravan Park
& Stables off
Moor Lane

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

411

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion








[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.



















Site adjacent sports facility
Affordable housing on mobile home park
Potential impact on Alvecote Pools SSSI
– SSSI 1 on the policies map
Deciduous Woodland UK BAP Priority
Habitat on part of site
Potential for protected water vole and
otter protected species
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Site is adjacent to a series of listed
buildings along the Coventry Canal, and
within 200m of Amington Hall
Conservation Area – CA 5 on the policies
map
Partially located in FZ 3
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse and main river in
proximity to site
Secondary A aquifer and adjacent river
Contamination issues not known
Potential fire safety issues for access
Limited local school capacity
Intensification of any development in this
area may be very difficult as access to the
site from Tamworth Road is via a narrow
bridge over the railway
Public right of way crosses site
Oil pipeline crosses site
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)














Sports facility to be protected
No Impact to Alvecote Pools
SSSI
Protected Species Survey
Green infrastructure to link to
surrounding countryside
Sustainable drainage
Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Maintain and improve BAP
landscape features
Design to protect and
enhance listed buildings and
conservation area
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse and Environment
Agency flood consents
Education contribution
Retention of public right of
way
Design to avoid oil pipeline
[No solution proposed for
access issues]




Major adverse impacts:
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat, SSSI, protected
species)
 Flood Risk (FZ3)
 RRR waste and water
Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Access to services and
facilities
 Active lifestyles (right of way)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
listed buildings, conservation
area)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Travel (access)

Dual ownership,
private and TBC
Developer intent
received for part of
site
No solution proposed
for access issues

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF as safe and suitable
access to the site cannot be made (para
32).
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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14

Brownfield

0.39

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Amington Pub

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

448

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion










Education contribution
Design to support local centre
and respond to local
character
Retention of pub or mix of
uses to provide town centre
services [no proposal
provided]
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (pub)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.

Education Contribution
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Contribution towards flood
defence maintenance
Buffer to LNR
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
New access and existing
access formalised from
service road adjacent to
shops
Design to respond to local
character

[SA takes account of potential
mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage)

Limited local school capacity
Allocated local centre
Principle aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)





Fazeley
Autocentre and
Units behind

0.52

14

Brownfield

467












Not affecting sports facilities
Proximity to Tameside LNR (Local Nature
Reserve) – LNR 3 on the policies map
Tamworth EUS HUCA 20: Sutton Avenue
and County Drive, low archaeological
potential
Secondary A and B aquifers and River
Tame 75m to east
Potential contamination from industrial
use
FZ3 behind flood defence bank
Surface water floodplain
Limited local school capacity
Access improvements required
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












Single private
ownership
Owners intend to
retain pub, reducing
developable area

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.




Multiple private
ownership
Landowner no longer
wishes to develop
because of:
Existing businesses
on site

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
The SA indicates significant positive
impacts for the allocation with potential
mitigation measures.
The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Area

11

Brownfield

0.31

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Briers
Scrapyard,
Glascote

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

498

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion








[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (scrap yard)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.







Employment land
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Site adjacent Coventry Canal
Former line of the Glascote Works
Railway extends across the site, potential
for archaeology
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to use as
scrap yard
Limited local school capacity
Potential highways conflict if commercial
uses retained
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)







Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Assess and mitigate potential
contamination and land
stability issues relating to
canal
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Demonstrate safe pedestrian
access



Single private
ownership
Landowners do not
intend to develop for
housing

Minor positive impacts:
 Travel (towpath)
The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 High quality places (canal)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, canal,
sewerage)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
Garages off
Orchard Street
and land off
West Street,
Kettlebrook

0.8

0.7

23

20

Brownfield

501











Public open space on majority of site
Part of site in FZ 3
1 in 200 yr surface water flood risk
Protected trees on site
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS HUCA
21: Castle Pleasure Grounds and Tame
Valley, potential archaeology
Principle aquifer and 150m from Kettle
Brook
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)








Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Tree survey and retention of
trees
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Education contribution
[No mitigation proposed for
loss of public space]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (open space)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, sewerage)




TBC owned site
TBC does not plan to
release site for
development

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. No mitigation is
proposed however for the loss of public
open space.
The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Area

14

Greenfield

0.41

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land off
Tamar,
Wilnecote

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

503

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing




The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. No mitigation is
proposed however for the loss of public
open space.






Site was reserved for un-built local centre,
Developer transferred land to TBC on
understanding that it would be used for
open space
Limited local school capacity
Secondary A aquifer and 300m from
Kettle Brook
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)



Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for contaminated land
[No mitigation proposed for
loss of public space]



TBC owned site
TBC does not plan to
release site for
development
Restricted to Open
Space use

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (open space)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
Jolly Sailor Car
Park

0.92

44

Brownfield

518


















Almost entire site located within FZ 3b
Ordinary watercourse nearby
Environment Agency advise site should
be restored to natural functioning
floodplain with restored habitats
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Site is within Tamworth Town Centre
Conservation Area – CA 1 on the policies
map
Grade II Listed Building within 200m
Saxon Defences SAM and Tamworth
Castle SAM within 300m – SAM 3 and
SAM 4 on the policies map
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS HUCA
21: Castle Pleasure Grounds and Tame
Valley, Site overlies the position of an
th
early 19 century cotton mill
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Secondary A and B aquifers and adjacent
river
Potential contamination as site previously
developed
Limited local school capacity
Site used as public car park
Ownership of bridge would have to be
considered
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)












Protected Species Survey
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed building and
scheduled ancient
monuments
Historic Environment Desk
Based Assessment
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Car parking strategy
Environment Agency flood
consent and SCC
watercourse consent
Education contribution
[no mitigation for
development in undefended
flood plain]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Historic assets
(conservation area, listed
buildings, SAM,
archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3b)
Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (floodplain)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)




TBC owned site
Was considered for
release, but TBC
currently has no
plans to release site
for development and
will be retained long
term as a car park

The major adverse impact of flood risk
could not be mitigated as the site is
almost entirely located in the functional
floodplain of the river Tame.
Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF as the use would fail the
sequential test for flood risk (para 100).
The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Area

46

Brownfield

2.16

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Hedging Lane
Employment
Area

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

531

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion




Employment land
Close proximity to Hockley (West of) SBI
– SBI 16 on the policies map
Great Crested Newt habitats nearby
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to historic
landfill use
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse nearby
Limited local school capacity
Known speeding traffic at mini-roundabout
at site access
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)



[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (industrial)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan.

Not affecting sports facilities
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to historic
coal extraction and landfill
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 yr surface water flood risk
Hockley Claypit SBI – SBI 13 on the
policies map
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
Coal mining development high risk area
Limited local school capacity
Potential ransom strip and limited capacity
if accessed via estate
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)



Not affecting sports facilities
Tamworth EUS HUCA 9: Ashby Road and
Comberford Road, moderate
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Access contingent on site 557, potential
access geometry and conflict issues
Limited local school capacity
Mature trees with potentially high amenity
value
Potential sewerage impact: Low (subject
to hydraulic modelling)













Land behind
Kempton Drive

1.68

47

Greenfield

547













7 Comberford
Road and The
Pastures

0.37

13

4
(develo
-per
intent)

Brownfield

556





























Green infrastructure/habitat
buffer to link to designated
wildlife site
Protected Species Survey for
ponds within 500m of a
proposed development
Preliminary Risk Assessment
For Contaminated Land
Odour, Noise and Landfill
Gas Assessments
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
SCC watercourse consent
Education contribution
Transport Assessment and
possible re-design of
roundabout

Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
SCC watercourse consent
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Landfill Gas Risk and Noise
and Odour Assessments and
mitigation
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Education contribution
[no mitigation for loss of
wildlife designation or access
issues]

Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Development to observe
constraints
Suitable access design



Multiple private
ownership
Landowners do not
intend to develop for
housing

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (school)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of way
 Biodiversity (SBI, protected
species)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, landfill,
sewerage)
 Travel (access)
[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation




Unknown ownership
Historic developer
interest when
considered as part of
Dosthill bypass

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF (para110 and 117) as it
would result in the loss of identified
ecological network and land of high
environmental value.

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Biodiversity (SBI)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of way)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
contamination, landfill,
sewerage
 Transport infrastructure
[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation





Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (gardens)
 Historic assets (archaeology)

The major adverse impact to
biodiversity could not be mitigated as
almost the entire site coincides with a
designated local wildlife site.



Dual private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part of
site (4 dwellings)
Capacity also
restricted by mature
trees
Access contingent on
site 557 but not
possible from
permitted scheme on
that site

Revised capacity of the site falls below
the threshold set for this assessment.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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589

Land off
Mountside,
Dosthill

7.88

166

Regeneration
Area

0.3

Greenfield

Factory, Basin
Lane

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



Single private
ownership
Planning permission
granted at appeal
(reference
0485/2013)

Capacity of the planning permission
falls below the threshold set for this
assessment.

Single private
ownership
No confirmed
developer intent
received
Topography
significant constraint
to access and
development

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. However, the
loss of protected trees, ecological
networks, land of high environmental
value and public open space would be
unlikely to be satisfactorily mitigated.







Brow
nfield

558

Brownfield

14

6 (Planning application)

0.48

Brownfield/
Greenfield

9 Comberford
Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

557

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Not affecting sports facilities
Tamworth EUS HUCA 9: Ashby Road and
Comberford Road, moderate
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential access geometry and conflict
issues
Limited local school capacity
Potential sewerage impact: Low (subject
to hydraulic modelling)




Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Suitable access design



Site NOT SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (gardens)
 Historic assets (archaeology)

Planning Permission Granted before baseline date 01/04/2014 and site already counted in existing housing land supply




















Overlap with Dosthill Quarries SBI and
Dosthill Quarry Grassland BAS – SBI3
and BAS5 on the policies map – and in
proximity to Dosthill Lake and adjacent
meadows
Undetermined Grassland UK BAP Priority
Habitat and Deciduous Woodland UK
BAP Priority Habitat
Public open space
Potential otter and water vole protected
species
Protected trees on large area of site
Some areas of ridge and furrow (the
remnants of medieval ploughing) have
been recorded close be
Dosthill Conservation Area – CA 4 on the
policies map - and Grade II* and Grade II
listed buildings 145m east of the site
Potential for waterlogged late prehistoric
archaeological features
Landscape character type ‘Coalfield
Farmlands in the Mease Lowlands’ priority
for innovative landscape regeneration
Site located on edge of important
landscape and wildlife corridor
Partially located in FZ 3a and 3b
Significantly at risk of surface water
flooding during the 1 in 30 year and 1 in
200 year rainfall events
Ordinary watercourse in close proximity
Limited local school capacity
Access would have to be achieved with
354, 606 and 693
Public right of way crosses site
Potential impact on sewerage
infrastructure: High (Known problems with
the pumping station and rising main)
















Green infrastructure linking to
countryside and buffering
wildlife designations
Protected Species Survey
Tree report and mitigation
Historic Environment DeskBased Assessment
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Design to respect landscape
character and wildlife corridor
Flood Risk Assessment,
mitigation and SCC
watercourse consent
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Education contribution and
may require new primary
school
Access would be made from
sites to north and south
forming perimeter relief road
to High Street Dosthill
[however, relief road not
feasible due to topography
and loss of trees, protected
habitat]
Retention of public right of
way
Early hydraulic modelling of
sewerage
[No mitigation for loss of
Green Belt or public open
space]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing





Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenbelt)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat, SBI)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 RRR waste and water
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of way)
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
sewerage)
 Travel (access)

This site is located within the West
Midlands Green Belt which prevents
through planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing towns.
The NPPF Section 9 paragraphs 79 to
92 sets out the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses and the
exceptional circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn and new
Green Belt created. Exceptional
circumstances have not arisen for sites
to be removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014 Tamworth Local
Plan Green Belt Appraisal.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area
Wilnecote Corridor

18

Brownfield

0.66

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Two Gates
Working Mens
Club

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

600

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (club)
 Travel (rail access)



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The balance of
impacts may have been balanced or
positive.










Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Coal mining development high risk area
Within 250m of a landfill site that is
potentially producing landfill gas
Limited local school capacity
If a new access was proposed to the north
of the existing access then this would
impact on traffic queuing at the Dosthill
Road (A51)/Watling Street (B5404)
crossroads
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)






Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Landfill Gas Assessment
Education contribution
Suitable access arrangement



Club member
ownership
Landowners do not
intend to develop for
housing

Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)

The NPPF requires housing allocations
to be deliverable or developable (para
47) for which they must be available or
have a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and 12).
Cumulatively, allocating unavailable
land would conflict with meeting
objectively assessed housing need
(para 14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to services and
facilities (club)
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
landfill, sewerage)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
Land West of
Wigford Road,
Dosthill

0.69

19

Greenfield

606










Dosthill Conservation Area – CA 4 on the
policies map – and Grade II* and Grade II
listed buildings are situated 120m from
site
Landscape character type ‘Coalfield
Farmlands in the Mease Lowlands’ priority
for innovative landscape regeneration
Secondary B aquifer and 325m from river.
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Access could be comprehensive with sites
354, 589 and 693
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping station
and rising main)






Design to protect or enhance
conservation area and setting
of listed buildings
Create new landscape
features
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenbelt)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 High quality places
(landscape)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Biodiversity
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
sewerage)
 Travel (access)




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received

The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan
This site is located within the West
Midlands Green Belt which prevents
through planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing towns.
The NPPF Section 9 paragraphs 79 to
92 sets out the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses and the
exceptional circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn and new
Green Belt created. Exceptional
circumstances have not arisen for sites
to be removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014 Tamworth Local
Plan Green Belt Appraisal.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

75

Greenfield

3.56

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Land at Silver
Link Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

626

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion





Site constitutes playing field
Potential noise from A5
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Secondary A aquifer and 100m from
Kettle Brook
Proximity to Kettlebrook Park and Lakes
LNR – LNR 2 on the policies map
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential ransom strip regarding access
via Granville
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)



[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing




The major adverse impacts to access to
services and facilities and active
lifestyles could not be mitigated as no
proposal has been made to offset the
loss of the playing field.

Martial arts sports facility
Ordinary watercourse adjacent
Secondary A aquifer and adjacent Kettle
Brook
Contamination issues not known
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Potential for waterlogged late prehistoric
archaeological features
Partially located in Flood Zone 3
Limited local school capacity
Pedestrian connectivity needs to be
addressed
Kettlebrook Park and Lakes LNR – LNR 2
on the policies map
Potential sewerage impact: Low (Subject
to hydraulic modelling)










0.6

17

Belgrave

Former Martial
Arts Centre,
Birds Bush
Road

Mixed

629



















Noise assessment and
mitigation
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Buffer to LNR and native
planting
[no mitigation proposed for
loss of playing field]

SCC owned site
Developer intent
received

Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF as the playing field
should be protected (para 73).

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (playing fields)
 Access to services and
facilities (playing fields)
 Active lifestyles (playing
fields)

Site NOT SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs and
training (schools)
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Biodiversity (LNR)
 Flood risk (size)
 Air, water, land, noise (past
mining, sewerage)









Sports facility retained if
needed
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
SCC watercourse consent
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Education contribution
Suitable pedestrian links
[no mitigation for impact to
wildlife designation]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (community
facility)
Major adverse impacts:
 Biodiversity (LNR)
 Flood risk (FZ3)




TBC Owned Site
TBC does not plan to
release site for
development

The major adverse impact to
biodiversity could not be mitigated as
the entire site coincides with a
designated local wildlife site.
Development would not be consistent
with the NPPF (para110 and 117) as it
would result in the loss of identified
ecological network and land of high
environmental value.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to services and
facilities (community facility)
 Active lifestyles (sports
facility)
 Historic assets (archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)
 Travel (access)
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Regeneration
Area

500

Greenfield

16.1
5

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Tamworth
Road/Wigford
Road

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

693

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion








[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable to
consider mitigation by policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse impacts in the
SA does not take account of potential
mitigation as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan.





















Site contains public open space and park
Some protected trees on site
Public right of way crosses site
Part of site in FZ 3 including likely route of
access
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A aquifer and adjacent river
Contamination issues not known
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Close proximity to the Dosthill
Conservation Area – CA 4 on the policies
map – and Grade II* and Grade II listed
buildings
A medieval moated site is recorded at
Lodge Farm immediately to the south of
the sire. The site of an unregistered
landscape park (Dosthill Hall Landscape
Park) also occupies part of the northern
portion of Site
Potential for waterlogged late prehistoric
archaeological features
Landscape character type ‘Coalfield
Farmlands in the Mease Lowlands’ priority
for innovative landscape regeneration
Site partly coincides with Dosthill Park SBI
and Dosthill Park LNR – SBI 10 and LNR
4 on the policies map
Deciduous Woodland UK BAP Priority
Habitat on part of site
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Limited local school capacity
Two points of access would be required;
Cottage Farm Road already serves large
number of properties; access to Dosthill
Road would require junction improvement;
limited capacity and visibility at Wigford
Road
Pedestrian, public transport and cycle
links required
Potential sewerage impact: High (Known
problems with the pumping station and
rising main)













Green infrastructure linking to
surrounding countryside and
buffer to wildlife designations
Retention of protected trees
and parkland
Flood Risk Assessment and
mitigation
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Coal Mining Risk Assessment
Design to protect or enhance
conservation area, parkland
and setting of listed buildings
Create new BAP priority
landscape features
New primary school and
secondary/further education
contribution
Pedestrian and public
transport links
Hydraulic modelling
(sewerage)
[no proposal to provide two
acceptable points of access]

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenbelt)
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (BAP habitat,
LNR, SBI , protected
species)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 RRR waste and water
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way)
 Historic assets (archaeology,
conservation area, listed
buildings)
 Air, water, land, noise (air,
sewerage)
 Travel (access)




Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received
Access not feasible
as would have to be
made via Local
Nature Reserve and
area of high flood risk
as well as residential
street with limited
capacity

This site is located within the West
Midlands Green Belt which prevents
through planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing towns.
The NPPF Section 9 paragraphs 79 to
92 sets out the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses and the
exceptional circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn and new
Green Belt created. Exceptional
circumstances have not arisen for sites
to be removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014 Tamworth Local
Plan Green Belt Appraisal.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Regeneration
Area

20

Brownfield

0.59

Brownfield/
Greenfield

Car Park, off
Sandy Way (to
the North West)

Revised
Capacity /
dwellings

Site Area
(SHLAA) / ha

EMP
34

Capacity
(SHLAA) /
dwellings

Site Name

Revised Site
Area / ha

ID

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion






Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)



Site located in existing industrial area
and would be unsuitable for residential
development due to the likely noise,
odour, highway safety and other
impacts of surrounding uses.






Site adjacent to Two Rivers School and
Amington Heath Community Schools
which may need to expand in future
Deciduous Woodlands UK BAP Priority
Habitat adjacent site
Limited local school capacity
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known






Education contribution
Development restriction
subject to school expansion
plans
Preliminary Risk Assessment
for Contaminated Land
Retain public right of way or
provide alternative
No impact to school sports
field
Design to respect local
character [Unlikely
satisfactory mitigation for
environmental effects of
industrial area on residents]

Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (school
playing field)
 Biodiversity (BAP priority
habitat)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)



Single private
ownership
Developer intent
received for housing
in addition to
employment

Given these issues and that developer
intent is also expressed for employment
use, allocation for employment is
preferable.
Site NOT SELECTED for allocation
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Flood Risk Sequential and Exception Tests
The sequential test is informed by the Level 1 SFRA (2009 and 2014 addendum) and the
technical consultation for all potential allocation sites particularly responses from the
Environment Agency and the Lead Local Flood Authority (Staffordshire County Council). In
order to complete the Sequential Test, as outlined in the NPPF, the sites in Flood Zone 2, 3a
and 3b must be assessed to determine whether there are any alternative sites at a lower risk of
flooding which could facilitate this type of development. The Sequential Test was carried out in
advance of the SFRA Level 2 and prior to the finalisation of the pre-submission Local Plan.
One site, 467 was subsequently identified as unavailable that is listed in that report.
The sequential analysis was undertaken in three stages:
1. Sites were eliminated that have already been rejected by the earlier stages of the site
selection process. The remaining sites represent the reasonably available development
alternatives for the sequential test.
2. The sites were screened against Flood Zones and other flood risk using the Level 1
SFRA and technical consultation results. This stage also identified sites where a
development could be reasonably accommodated whilst avoiding Flood Zone 3a or 3b.
3. The sequential test was then applied to the screened sites according to their
vulnerability to determine whether they should be allocated, whether the site boundary
should be redrawn to exclude Flood Zone 3a or 3b and whether they should be subject
to the exception test.

Table 4.5: Flood Risk Screening of Reasonably Available Sites
Development Type

Flood Zone 1 Low
Probability

Employment
Housing
Development Type

4
10
Flood Zone 1 Low
Probability
with
Other Flood Risk

Employment
Housing

2
8

Flood
Zone
2
Medium
Probability
0
0
Flood
Zone
2
Medium
Probability
with
Other Flood Risk

Flood Zone 3a
High Probability
0
1
Flood Zone 3a
High
Probability
with Other Flood
Risk

Flood Zone 3b
Functional
Floodplain
0
2
Flood Zone 3b
Functional
Floodplain
with
Other Flood Risk

0
1

4
2

0
4

Results of Screening
Table 4.6 identifies the specific sites following this screening within each Flood Zone that need
to pass the Sequential Test if development is to proceed. The table also identifies whether the
sites are partially or fully within each flood zone and for housing sites partially in Flood Zone 3,
whether they could be altered to exclude areas of Flood Zone 3a or 3b.

Table 4.6: Sites Identified for Sequential Test for Flood Risk
Development
Type

Site
Reference
EMP 8

Screening of Sites
EMP 9
EMP 7

In total 10 employment sites and 28 housing sites were identified as reasonably available. The
screening identified the sites within each Flood Zone and whether they were at risk of flooding
from other sources as detailed in table 4.5. The table shows the highest level of flood risk for
any part of each site.

EMP 33

Following the draft Local Plan consultation, recent modelled flood extents of the River Tame in
Tamworth were provided by the Environment Agency. These were used to update the outline
of Flood Zone 3b to take account of physical constraints reducing the area of the functional
floodplain - published in an addendum to the Level 1 SFRA (2014). The updated Flood Zone
3b outline was used for site screening.

EMP 1
EMP 2

Housing

347

357

406

Site Name
Stonydelph (retained
land), adjacent to
Relay Park. Former
local plan allocation
Centurion Park
North of Bonehill
Road,
part
of
Bonehill
Road
employment
area.
Former Local Plan
allocation
Site off Bonehill
Road
Land south of A5,
Bitterscote South
Cardinal
Point,
lapsed
site
of
previous permission
0412/2006
Phoenix
Special
Purpose Machines,
Hospital Street
Northern Part of
Beauchamp
Employment Area
Land north of Coton
Lane

Flood
Zone 2
No

Flood
Zone 3a
No

Flood
Zone 3b
No

Other Flood Risk
Yes

No
Partially

No
Partially

No
No

Yes
Yes

Fully

Partially

No

Yes

Majority

Majority

No

Yes

Fully

Majority

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
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488

496

521

541
602, 679
and 680
358
591
651

504
399

593

387

meet as much of Tamworth’s development needs within the Borough boundary and reduce the
level of unmet need to be provided in other authority areas.

Staffs
County
Council Care Home,
New Road
Seaton Hire Ltd and
land
to
south,
Wilnecote Lane
Former
railway
goods
yard,
Wilnecote
Adjacent to Tame
Valley Alloys
Golf Course

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Table 4.7: Employment Sites Passing the Sequential Test

Whitley Avenue
Co-op filling station
Anker Valley

Partially
Fully
Partially

No
Partially
Partially
but FZ3a
could be
excluded
Partially

No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

Site
Reference

Site Name

Results of Sequential Test

EMP 8

No

Yes

Stonydelph (retained
land), adjacent to
Relay Park. Former
local plan allocation

Partially
but FZ3a
could be
excluded
Majority

Partially
but FZ3b
could be
excluded
Partially
but FZ3b
could be
excluded
Partially
but FZ3b
could be
excluded
Partially
but FZ3b
could be
excluded
Partially
but FZ3b
could be
excluded
Majority

No

EMP 9

Centurion Park

EMP 7

North
of
Bonehill
Road, part of Bonehill
Road
employment
area. Former Local
Plan allocation
Site off Bonehill Road

There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development partially located in
Flood Zones 2 and 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
2 and partially in Flood Zone 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development with the majority of
the site located in Flood Zones 2 and 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation is appropriate as it is
for a less vulnerable development located entirely in
Flood Zone 2 and the majority in Flood Zone 3a.

Treetops
Garage,
Dosthill
Coton’s Van Hire /
Millfields
House,
Lichfield Road

Partially

Land West of Co-op
filling station

Fully

Coton House Farm,
Coton Lane

Majority

390

Coton Hall
Coton Lane

Part
of
394, 528
and 529
389

Farm,

Majority

Partially

Fully

Partially

Dunstall Lane

Partially

Land off Coton Lane
alongside railway

Fully

Partially
but FZ3a
could be
excluded
Fully

Employment Sites
Table 4.7 shows the six employment sites that are considered to pass the sequential test as
the vulnerability of the proposed use is appropriate to the Flood Zone and it is not possible to
accommodate development needs on reasonably available sites with lower flood risk.

No

Yes
EMP 33
Yes
EMP 1

Land south of A5,
Bitterscote South

EMP 2

Cardinal Point, lapsed
site
of
previous
permission 0412/2006

Yes

Yes

Application of the Sequential Test
In accordance with the requirements of the NPPF, sites have passed the Sequential Test
where it is considered that alternative sites are not available to accommodate this type of
development and the development is appropriate to the Flood Zone. The justification for taking
these sites forward is detailed below.
It is important to consider that although there are a range of housing and employment sites
available within Tamworth, these are not sufficient to meet housing or employment land needs.
Therefore use of land within Flood Zones is necessary to deliver the Local Plan strategy and

Exception
Test
Required
No

No

No

No

No

No

Housing Sites
Table 4.8 shows the 17 housing sites that are considered to pass the sequential test as the
vulnerability of the proposed use is appropriate to the Flood Zone and it is not possible to
accommodate development needs on reasonably available sites with lower flood risk. The
table indicates sites where the boundary was redrawn to exclude areas of higher flood risk and
which sites must also pass the exception test is they are to be developed.
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Table 4.8: Housing Sites Passing the Sequential Test
Site
Reference
347

357

406

Site Name

Results of Sequential Test

Exception Test Required

Phoenix Special
Purpose
Machines,
Hospital Street

There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
1.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more

No

Northern Part of
Beauchamp
Employment
Area

Land north
Coton Lane

of

488

Staffs
County
Council
Care
Home, New Road

496

Seaton Hire Ltd
and
land
to
south, Wilnecote
Lane

521

Former
railway
goods
yard,
Wilnecote

541

Adjacent to Tame
Valley Alloys

602, 679
and 680

358

Golf Course

Whitley Avenue

591

Co-op
station

filling

651

Anker Valley

504

Treetops Garage,
Dosthill

399

Coton’s Van Hire
/ Millfields House,
Lichfield Road

593

Land West of Coop filling station

387

Coton
Farm,
Lane

390

Coton Hall Farm,
Coton Lane

Part
of
394, 528
and 529

Dunstall Lane

No

No

No

No

No

House
Coton

No

No

No

vulnerable development partially located in
Flood Zone 2.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation may be appropriate as it is for a
more vulnerable development located in Flood
Zone 2 and partially located Flood Zone 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development partially located in
Flood Zone 2 and the site boundary has been
redrawn to exclude Flood Zone 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation may be appropriate as it is for a
more vulnerable development partially located
in Flood Zone 2 and 3a.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development located in Flood Zone
2 and the site boundary has been redrawn to
exclude Flood Zone 3a and 3b.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation may be appropriate as it is for a
more vulnerable development in Flood Zone 2
and 3a and the site boundary has been
redrawn to exclude Flood Zone 3b.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation may be appropriate as it is for a
more vulnerable development in Flood Zone 2
and partially in 3a and the site boundary has
been redrawn to exclude Flood Zone 3b.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation may be appropriate as it is for a
more vulnerable development in Flood Zone 2
and partially in 3a and the site boundary has
been redrawn to exclude Flood Zone 3b.
There are insufficient reasonably available
alternative sites in Tamworth in areas with a
lower probability of flood risk. The proposed
allocation is appropriate as it is for a more
vulnerable development in partially Flood
Zone 2 and site boundary has been redrawn
to exclude Flood Zone 3a and 3b.

Yes

No

Yes

No but as a precaution it is
included in Level 2 SFRA as
abuts FZ3b in close proximity
to River Tame

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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Table 4.9 shows the one housing site which does not pass the sequential test as the
vulnerability of the proposed use is inappropriate for the Flood Zone.

591

Co-op filling station

593

Land West of Coop filling station

Table 4.9: Housing Site Failing the Sequential Test
Site
Reference

Site Name

Results of Sequential Test

389

Land off Coton Lane
alongside railway

There are insufficient reasonably available alternative
sites in Tamworth in areas with a lower probability of
flood risk. The proposed allocation would not be
appropriate however as it is for a more vulnerable use
in Flood Zone 3b

Exception
Test
Required
NA

5. Commentary and Proposals
Retail
The TCRS assessed nine sites in terms of their potential for retail and other town centre uses,
listed in Table 5.1. No further potential sites were identified through the ‘call for sites’ after the
Local Plan was withdrawn in March 2013.

The Exception Test
The Exception Test should be applied where it is not possible or consistent with wider
sustainability objectives to locate all development in zones of lower flooding probability. In
accordance with the NPPF, for the Exception Test to be passed:
a) it must be demonstrated that the development provides wider sustainability benefits to
the community that outweigh flood risk, informed by a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
where one has been prepared; and
b) a site specific flood risk assessment must demonstrate that the development will be safe
for its lifetime taking account of the vulnerability of its users, without increasing flood risk
elsewhere, and, where possible, will reduce flood risk overall.
Following the application of the Sequential Test there are five housing sites that need to pass
the Exception Test if development is to proceed.
These are listed in Table 4.10 below together with the evidence for part a) of the Exception
Test, drawing on the Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal.

Table 4.10: Housing Sites for Exception Test
Site
Reference
387

The development would result in positive impacts towards meeting the
housing needs of the whole community, providing affordable, decent,
appropriate and sustainably constructed homes in an accessible location.
It would also result in major positive impacts towards encouraging the
efficient use of land and soil as it is on previously developed land.
The development would result in positive impacts towards meeting the
housing needs of the whole community, providing affordable, decent,
appropriate and sustainably constructed homes in an accessible location.

Site Name
Coton
House
Farm, Coton Lane

390

Coton Hall Farm,
Coton Lane

504

Treetops
Dosthill

Garage,

Part a)
Sustainability benefits to the community
The development would result in major positive impacts towards meeting
the housing needs of the whole community, providing affordable, decent,
appropriate and sustainably constructed homes in an accessible location.
The development would result in major positive impacts towards meeting
the housing needs of the whole community, providing affordable, decent,
appropriate and sustainably constructed homes in an accessible location.
The development would result in major positive impacts towards meeting
the housing needs of the whole community, providing affordable, decent,
appropriate and sustainably constructed homes in an accessible location.
It would also result in major positive impacts towards encouraging the
efficient use of land and soil as it is on previously developed land.

Table 5.1: Town Centre Sites
ID
TTC001
TTC002
TTC003
TTC004
TTC005
TTC006
TTC007
TTC008
TTC009

Site Name
Upper Gungate
Spinning School Lane
Bus Depot and Car Park
Assembly Rooms Car Park
Middle Entry
Castle Car Park
Ankerside Centre (rear)
Jewson site
Gungate redevelopment site

After carrying out the technical assessments and contacting landowners it was considered that
there are no sites within the existing town centre or on the edge of centre available for
development, apart from Gungate which already has planning permission. This leaves the
remaining retail needs to be met through planning applications and would allow for
development to come forward in sequentially preferable locations limiting significant impacts to
the town centre.

Employment
Of the 14 sites covering 50.2 ha assessed for new employment land, a total of 18 ha of
employment land on 10 sites is suitable and available for development and is proposed for
allocation in the Local Plan. 3 of the sites are combined to form a single allocation. The
proposed allocations will still need to go through the planning application process; any scheme
should comply with other Local Plan policies and provide the mitigation measures listed in the
tables in section 4.
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This leaves a short fall of 14ha which will either come forward through the planning application
process on the most suitable sites or it will need to be delivered in another local authority area.
Delivering economic growth will be crucial to ensure that Tamworth has a robust and growing
economy in the future, to raise prosperity for its residents and businesses and to enable it to
continue to play a key role within established economic partnerships. However, Tamworth’s
economy does not sit in isolation; there are a range of areas where people currently work
outside of the Borough such as the West Midlands conurbation and Birch Coppice in North
Warwickshire alongside potential future locations such as Whittington Barracks in Lichfield. To
assist with delivering a growing, prosperous economy, partnership working across Tamworth’s
functioning economic geography will be essential, particularly as Tamworth is unable to meet
its employment needs within the borough.

Housing
In total 64 sites have been assessed for housing with an overall estimated capacity of 10,312
dwellings. Of these sites, a total of 31 are suitable to be allocated or allocated in part for
housing, with some combined into single allocations. These make up 20 housing allocations
(765 dwellings) in the pre-submission Local Plan and a further three sustainable urban
extensions allocated for a combination of housing (2,323 dwellings in total) and supporting
facilities. Of the 765 dwellings on non-strategic sites, 140 dwellings are on sites which must
pass the exception test for flood risk and therefore cannot be given the same level of certainty
of being developed.
Tamworth is unable to meet its housing and employment needs over the Plan period.
Tamworth Borough Council has been working to resolve the matter of unmet need through the
Duty to Co-operate meetings with North Warwickshire Borough Council and Lichfield District
Council, as well as joint working on evidence base documents that cover cross boundary
issues, and also through the GBSLEP.
As a result of meetings and discussions North Warwickshire Borough Council will provide at
least 500 dwellings for Tamworth Borough Council within its adopted Local Plan and policy
wording to allow for a review for further housing. Lichfield District Council has agreed to
provide at least 500 dwellings for Tamworth Borough Council within its Local Plan which is
currently under examination and also includes policy wording to allow for additional housing to
be provided by them to meet Tamworth’s need. There is an agreement by both authorities that
there is an overall shortfall of 2,000 dwellings and 14 ha of employment land in Tamworth and
North Warwickshire Borough Council and Lichfield District Council have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with Tamworth Borough Council which agrees to work
together to deal with the remaining shortfall of 1000 houses and 14 ha of employment land.
Tamworth Borough Council will work together with Lichfield District Council and North
Warwickshire Borough Council to find a mutually beneficial way forward which meets the
objectives and priorities of each local planning authority.
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TBC Housing Strategy
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish
Council

Appendix 1: Technical Consultation

No comments
22/10/2013

Potential Housing Sites Consultation Responses
Emails to Consultees for Housing and Employment Sites
Consultee
Canal River Trust
Coal Authority
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Highways Agency
Natural England
SCC Education
SCC Environmental Specialists
SCC Floodrisk
SCC Highways
SCC Rights of Way
Severn Trent Water
Sport England
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue
Staffordshire Wildlife Trust
TBC Development Control
TBC Environmental Health
TBC Housing Strategy
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish
Council

Response Dates
23/07/2013
11/07/2013
19/07/2013
22/07/2013
18/07/2013
18/06/2013
23/07/2013
19/07/2013
23/07/2013
13/08/2013
13/08/2013
04/06/2013
07/06/2013
23/07/2013
17/07/2013
30/05/2013
24/10/2013
09/08/2013

04/07/2014
24/09/2013
25/09/2013

07/01/2014

10/07/2014
09/09/2013
12/08/2013
01/10/2013

07/07/2014
11/10/2013
17/01/2014

Dear colleagues,

05/11/2013

Further to my e-mail sent on the 8th May (see attached), I am pleased to send you a list of potential sites for
housing allocations within Tamworth.
The Southern Staffordshire Districts Housing Market Needs Study and SHMA Update (2012) examined the
housing requirements and needs across the three authorities of Tamworth, Lichfield and Cannock. It established a
need of 5,500 dwellings arising in Tamworth from 2006 to 2028.
Further work undertaken by Tamworth, Lichfield and North Warwickshire demonstrated that there would be
insufficient capacity within Tamworth across the proposed plan period to deliver all 5,500 dwellings and it was
agreed that 1,000 would be delivered in Lichfield and North Warwickshire, 500 each. This leaves 4,500 dwellings
to be built in Tamworth from 2006 to 2028.

06/12/2013

This list of housing sites is taken from the Councils Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA),
these sites have either been put forward by land owners or have been identified by Council officers as they have
potential for housing. For each site we require information on known constraints, possible mitigation measures
and any requirements you would seek off the site including if possible an indication of costs (if the site were to be
allocated). By collecting information at this stage, mitigation measures and requirements can be written into policy
and any required infrastructure can be added into the Infrastructure Delivery Plan for a consultation of a draft
th
Local Plan. I would be grateful if you could return your comments no later than Friday 19 July.

22/10/2013

Response Dates
04/07/2014
15/08/2013
14/08/2013
16/08/2013
19/08/2014
31/07/2013
27/08/2013
16/08/2013
19/12/2013
05/08/2014
14/08/2013
17/09/2013
17/07/2013
06/08/2013
23/07/2013
No comments
08/08/2013
05/08/2013
No comments

07/11/2013

01/10/2013
01/10/2013

Potential Employment Sites Consultation Responses
Consultee
Canal River Trust
Coal Authority
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Highways Agency
Natural England
SCC Education
SCC Environmental Specialists
SCC Flood Risk
SCC Highways
SCC Planning Policy
SCC Rights of Way
Severn Trent Water
Sport England
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue
Staffordshire Wildlife Trust
Staffordshire Police
TBC Development Control
TBC Environmental Health

Sent: 22 May 2013 12:59
Subject: Tamworth Borough Council Potential Housing Allocations Technical Consultation

You may have received some of these sites recently through the planning application process or recent preapplication enquiries either from the Development Management team at Tamworth or direct from the developer
themselves. If so please could you also send those comments on to us?

07/07/2014

A separate piece of work developing a master plan for the Anker Valley site has begun and we will contact you
individually if we need further specific information. However, please can you share information you hold with us at
this stage.
In relation to all other sites where it is not obvious from the area maps potential highways access into the site have
been marked in pink.
Attached to this e-mail are 3 PDF maps of Tamworth with indicative site boundaries, the shape files for the sites if
you require them for GIS and a pro-forma for you to complete with your comments.
If you are not the best placed person in your team or organisation to provide technical comments, could
you please let me know who is? Any queries about this technical consultation, please contact myself or Tom
James (01827 709384) to discuss further. If required we are happy to meet with you during this consultation
period.
I will contact you again with potential employment allocations; the date for comments back on these will be later
th
than 19 July.
I look forward to hearing back from you soon.
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Kind Regards,
Alex Roberts
Development Plan Manager

Sent: 15 July 2013 14:35
Subject: Tamworth Borough Council Potential Employment Allocations Technical Consultation
Dear colleagues,

Appendix 2: Screening of Small Housing Sites
ID

499

419

Further to my e-mail sent on the 22 May, I am pleased to send you a list of potential sites for employment
allocations within Tamworth.

420

The most recent employment land review for Tamworth suggested that around 14ha of additional employment
land is needed within the Borough, however as part of our evidence base update this work is being refreshed and
therefore the employment need could change.

421

This list of employment sites is taken from the Councils Employment Land Review, these sites have either been
put forward by land owners or have been identified by Council officers as they have potential for employment. For
each site we require information on known constraints, possible mitigation measures and any requirements you
would seek off the site including if possible an indication of costs (if the site were to be allocated). By collecting
information at this stage, mitigation measures and requirements can be written into policy and any required
infrastructure can be added into the Infrastructure Delivery Plan for a consultation of a draft Local Plan. I would
be grateful if you could return your comments no later than Friday 16 August.

653

You may have received some of these sites recently through the planning application process or recent preapplication enquiries either from the Development Management team at Tamworth or direct from the developer
themselves. If so please could you also send those comments on to us?

423

In relation to all other sites where it is not obvious from the area maps potential highways access into the site have
been marked in pink.

495

Attached to this e-mail are 2 PDF maps of Tamworth with indicative site boundaries, the shape files for the sites if
you require them for GIS and a pro-forma for you to complete with your comments.

695

If you are not the best placed person in your team or organisation to provide technical comments, could
you please let me know who is? Any queries about this technical consultation, please contact myself or Tom
James (01827 709384) to discuss further. If required we are happy to meet with you during this consultation
period.

474

572

450

502

537
Potential Housing Allocations
Thank you to those of you have responded to this consultation already, but to remind those who haven’t you have
until this Friday – 19 July

542
621

Site Name
JE Harrison
Depot, Moor
Lane
Garages off
Hawthorne
Avenue
Land off Hill
Top Avenue
Land off
Laburnum
Avenue
Land off
Arden Road
Garage
Units/Car
Park off
Saxon Close
Land behind
23 Sutton
Avenue
Garages off
Chestnut
Avenue 2
Garages off
Bancroft
Land at
Ellerbeck
Office units
on Halford
Street
Units North
of Campion
Drive
Progressive
Club, Halford
Street
Site off
Sefton Road
Garages
west of Irwell

Developable
Site Area
(Gross)

Total
Final
Capacity

0.15

5

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.13

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.13

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.15

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.14

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.14

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.13

5

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.15

6

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.06

6

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.18

6

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.09

6

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.16

6

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.09

6

0.16

6

No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site
No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site
Would result in the loss of amenity open space

0.16

6

0.06

6

0.16

6

0.72
0.17

6
6

I look forward to hearing back from you soon.
Kind Regards,

676
647

Alex Roberts
Development Plan Manager
603
563

Market Street
Shops
Open Space,
Balfour
Land south
of Hedging
Lane 3
The Winning

Screening Results

TBC owned site not planned for release for development
The site would be a 1st floor conversion and would not yield
greater than 5 units.
No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site
TBC owned site not planned for release for development
A large part of the site is located in the West Midlands Green Belt
Topography involves significant ground level changes which
would reduce the achievable capacity of the site
No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site
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ID
Site Name
Post Pub,
Argyle Street

Developable
Site Area
(Gross)

Total
Final
Capacity

ID
Screening Results
Development would result in the loss of a community facility
428

617

252

346
362
378

465

568

624
483

481

616

471
605

574

654

365
485

Garage units
to East of
Hayle
435-457
Watling
Street
land adj to
The Lamb,
Tamworth
Football Club
37,38,39
Aldergate
Factory north
of B5404
Garages off
Sutton
Avenue
Land off
Watling
Street

Anchor Inn
Land off
Gurnard
Sandyback
Pub,
Overwoods
Road
Garage Units
to West of
Honeybourne
Land off
Brook
Avenue
Land East of
Slade Lane
Nursery,
Masefield
Drive
Former
Wincrest
House site
Telephone
Exchange,
Victoria Road
Land off
Mossdale

0.17

6

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

374
345

0.15

7

No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site

0.19

7

Site layout and the provision of an access road would reduce the
achievable capacity of the site

0.17

7

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.17

7

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.21

7

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.2

7

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.22

8

Site has permission for alterations to form new shop unit
(reference 0001/2014)
Development would result in the loss of existing employment and
local retail facilities

0.23

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

573
327

536

370

516

628
491

0.24

8

No intent from a landowner or developer to develop site

0.23

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.23

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.22

8

Site is located in the West Midlands Green Belt

0.21

8

Development would result in the loss of existing employment and
no intent to develop from the landowner or developer received

0.22

8

0.19

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development
The need to remove and relocate telephone exchange would
result in a high abnormal site development cost making
development viability unlikely

0.27

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

532

Site Name
Land off
Masefield
Drive 1
Lower
Gungate Car
Park
Land off
Town Wall
Community
Centre,
Masefield
Drive
Coton Hall
Farm
Petrol filling
station, part
of
Beauchamp
Employment
Area
Station Car
Park off
B5404
Blockbuster
Video and
Car Park
Land South
of Watling
Street,
Wilnecote
64 and 62
Dosthill Road
Sandy Way 1
(EMP25)

Developable
Site Area
(Gross)

Total
Final
Capacity

0.22

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.089

8

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

0.3

9

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.22

9

0.53

9

Development would result in the loss of a community facility
Already granted planning permission for housing (reference
0416/2013) and already recorded as part of current supply

0.26

9

Development would result in the loss of existing employment

0.23

9

Development would result in the loss of a car park facility
associated with Wilnecote Railway Station

0.11

9

Development would result in the loss of existing town centre use
and employment

0.26

9

0.61

9

Part TBC owned site not planned for release for development
Already granted planning permission for housing (reference
0072/2013) and already recorded as part of current supply.

0.27

9

TBC owned site not planned for release for development

Screening Results
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Appendix 3: Sites and Allocations Maps
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